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PART ONE: ORGANIZATION OF THE SEMINAR AND ATTENDANCE

Introduction-

1. The holding of the third seminar of the Association of African Central Banks

was decided on at the fourth regular meeting of the Association, held in Kinshasa,

Zaire, from 1.8 to 21^ August :;i;575, in pursuance of article 3 of the Articles of the

Association, dealing with its'functiorts and activities.

2. The -seminar was held in Kinshasa from 13 to 18 December" 1976 -in" tne. Palais de-
la Nation; ■.■•■■■-■.

Attendance ....

3. Invitations were.sent to all the members of the'Association of African CentraJ

Banks. Of ,.the 28 .members, 16 took'part in the work of the Seminar, namely:

(1)
(2

(3
4

5
6

(7
(8

(9
(10

(11
(12
(13

'(-15
16

Bancrue des Etats de l'Afrique Centrale (BEAC)
Banque Centrale des Stats de l'Afrique de l'Ouest (BCEAO)
Banque de la Republique du Burundi , .

CentralBanlc of Egypt:_T ■_ ■ ./. ;

National Bank-of'Ethiopia - ;

■ Central'Bank-of The. Gambia* . ~-

Bank of Ghana

Central Bank of Kenya

■> Banque Centrale.de -la Republique Malgache

■ Banque Centrale- du Ilali.' ■

Banque-. du Maroc ■ -■ ■

Central Bank of Nigeria

Bank of Sierra Leone

Bank of Tanzania'

, 'Banque du ZaSre.

Bank of Zambia

4, The International Monetary Fund was invited to participate in the work of,

the Seminar.

5. The representative of the secretariat of the United Nations Economic Cotandesi

for Africa acted as secretary and rapporteur during the Seminar.

Opening meeting ... '

6. The meeting was opened by Tr. Sambwa Pida Nbagui, Governor of the'Bank of

Zaire.A It, ws^ attended by the State Commissioner for the National Economy, the
Vice-^Goyern'or" of' the Bank. of .Zaire, the leaders of approved financial institution:

and.pan':s, notably CNECI, SOPIDE, the Banque Commerciale Zalroise', the Union-

ZaSr.oi'se de Banques,.,the Banque de Kinshasa, the Bancrue du Peuple, larclays Bank,

the First.National'City Bank. 3IAZ, Grindlay Banl", the Banque de Paris et des -.

Pays-Bas'and, lastly. CADEZA. " ■ '.
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7. In his statement, the Governor of the Banque du ZaSre welcomed the participants

to the third seminar of the Association of African Central Banks and thanked them for

responding favourably to the invitation which had been sent to them. Such participa

tion, he said, bears witness to the importance that each issuing bank attaches to the

activities, of the Association and to the themes of the seminar.

8. After explaining the fundamental reasons for the choice of topic to be dealt
with, "The reform of the international monetary system and the transfer of real
resources .to benefit the developing countries", the Governor, Mr. Sambwa Pida
Nbagui, suggested to the participants a method of work which essentially involved

undertaking first an analysis of the main aspects of the reform (including the
exchange rate machinery, currency convertibility, the adjustment of external
imbalances, the role of the reserve currenciest gold and special drawing rights in
the new system) before turning to the transfer of real resources to benefit the

developing countries within the framework of the new .international monetary system.

9. The Governor concluded his statement by expressing to the participants his

best wishes for success, *

Composition of the Bureau of the Seminar .......

10. The Head of the delegation from the Banque du Zai're, Mr.'f'avakani Samba, was

elected Chairman, while the vice-chairmanship was entrusted to the delegation of

the Bank of Zambia, in the person of Mr. John Levy Muchinga.

11. Two officials from the Banque du. .Zaire., ..-fle'sara.... Mupoyi Lungonzo and Mas a eke

Mambe Ngala, were appointed to assist the representative.of.the United Nations

Economic Commission for Africa in his duties as secretary of the seminar.

Time-table of the Seminar

12. The introduction of the theme of the Seminar was entrusted to the representatives

of: :- '

- the International"iJOri'e't'ary Tund ' ■

- the Central Bank of Nigeria

- .the Banque du Zai're

13. The texts of the working documents appear in an annex to this report.

14. The IFF representative began by reviewing the weaknesses of the BrettorW^oods

system. He noted that a system of parities could not be dissociated from policies

of harmonization between countries. .

15. He pointed.out;-thatr adjustable exchange rates would remain a feature of inter

national monetary arrangements, for the foreseeable future. As a'result, it was

necessary $0 introduce"'appropriate" procedures to enable the international oommunity

to oversee countries'" external "policies in a better-way. -'New article IV had modified

the powers of iMFY'wlucTi were'however less precise than they had been under the

Bretton-^oods articles. The Monetary Fund was endeavouring to develop principles

for the implementation of the exchange rate policies of all the members and procedures

to ensure observance of such policies.
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16. As far as liquidity was concerned, the amendments proposed to the articles of
agreement gave no ground for hoping in the immediate furutre tha* currency balances
placed.in reserve could be effectively supervised on an international basis. The '
rich countries had therefore not-felt much' need for additional liquidity and the
developing countries might not have access to the liquidity" in sufficient quantities.
The nip representative pointed out that"the attitude of the developed countries'as'
far as SDR allocations were concerned would be more favourable if the interest rates
on SDRs were higher.

17. Concerning the transfer^of real.resources to benefit the (deV4ioping countries,
the IMP representative examined the currently...available.O»-faci-li-ties ■.--■- He-drew ::"
particular attention to the new machinery suited to the needs of the developing
countries, namely compensatory financing/ buffer'stock financing'.the extended
facility/ the 'interest subsidy, account., and ..the. Trust- Fund.:. :'He :noted tha"t the Trust -
Fund was to receive the proceeds of the sale of i/6th of IMF's gold, but that no'-'"''""
decision had yet been taken on the way in which 2/3 of that gold stock would be
disposed .of later. > . ■■=-•_■/ - ... \

18. The IMP representative concluded by indicating how the IFF facilities could be
rethought to benefit the developing countries. He indicated that the developing
countries would oppose the developed countries' proposals. He then examined the
nature and strength of their objections.

19. In its document, the Central Bank of Nigeria reviewed the principal factors
which had led to the failure of the Bretton-Woods system and examined the developing
countries* resource requirements. It then dealt with the role of the International
Monetary Fund in that regard, mentioning the facilities available within the Fund.
It next examined the reform and its repercussions.

20. In addition, it indicated that the system of floating exchange rates had raised
many problems for the developing countries, notably fluctuations in reserves and the
growing difficulty in fixing exchange rates and managing reserves.

21. It also noted that a number of proposals of interest to the developing countries
had not been incorporated in the second amendment.

22. A number of proposals were made. It was suggested, among other things, that
there should be continued study of the link between SDRs and development financing,
and that the remainder of the 2/3 of the IMF gold stock should be sold at market
prices and that the profits should be assigned to the developing countries through
the Trust Fund.

23. For his part, the delegate of the Banque du Zaire first observed that the

measures taken last January by the Board of Governors represented neither a basic

reform nor a revision of certain out-of-date mechanisms of the old system. In his
view, the "link" to be established between the creation of new international
liquidity and development requirements did not constitute a priori a mechanism
producing inflationary pressures. That weakened the argument often put forward
by the well-equipped countries. Furthermore, making exchange rates stable but
adjustable was a goal to be achieved within the framework of the reform of the
articles of the Fund. In conclusion, the speaker said that the present reform was
of interest only to the extent that it was aimed at an "integral reform" talcing
account of the interests of the under-equipped countries.
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24. "The work proceeded in plenary meetings and in committees on the basis of the'■
stateipents and contributions, the exchanges.of view and debates.which'followed. "
The establishment of committees A and B made it possible to deal.with the subject-

more efficiently and thereby to reach concrete conclusions focused to a greater

extent oh the repercussions.of the problem posed for the. developing-countries in'
general and African countries in particular.

25. Committee "A", chaired by Dr. P.A. Ayayi of the Central Bank of Nigeria, was

responsible for thorough consideration of-the■technical problems linked with the

reform of the international- monetary system. ■■ - ■ ■ _..:.-.

26. The work of Committee UBMS chaired by-Mr. Ouenniche ■Abdelmaley- of the Banque '
du I-Iaroc, dealt jWi'th the transfer of..real -resources under, the reform and-in the ; ■ -
future B ' ' .. —_——— _ _ -——7- —. -

27. Educational visits and excursions were organized by the host Bank for all the
Seminar participants.
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PART TWO: CONCLUSIONS OF THE SEMINAR

RECOMMENDATIONS

Committee A: Technical problems linked with the reform of the international

monetary system

28. The following items were on the agenda of the Committee:

- Surveillance by the International Monetary Fund of member countries'

exchange rate policies;

- Liquidity;

- The structure of HAP.

1. Surveillance by IMP of member countries* exchange rate policies

29. The Committee felt that when carrying out its surveillance functions, IKF

should take' into consideration the special problems of the developing countries in

their development efforts, Such surveillance should not constitute an obstacle to

development.

30. The Committee noted that under the present agreement countries with balance-

of-payments surpluses and reserve currency centres can contravene the Fund's recom

mendations with impunity. The, Committee strongly recommended that, appropriate

measures should be taken to ensure respect for the statutory provisions of the " " *

Fund by all its members.

31. The Committee recommended that the African Centre for.Monetary Studies should

be requested to carry out a study on the possibility of instituting an integrated

exchange rate system in Africa.

2. Liquidity

32. On the subject of liquidity, the Committee considered whether the current

level of international liquidity permitted the financing of balance-of-payments

deficits and reached a negative conclusion. It noted that the level could be

raised by increasing special drawing rights but it opposed such an increase."

Nevertheless, it is possible that it might be not able to do otherwise than accept

a minimum raising of the interest rate.

3. Structure of IMF

33- As far as the Fund, was concerned, the Committee wondered whether it was going

to recommend that the members of the Interim Committee should constitute the Council

provided for in the new Articles and it decided to make no recommendation on that

subject.
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34« The Committee noted that the second amendment to the articles of Agreement was

an important step in the refers of the international monetary system and that the

entire reform. exercise,iyhoulincw.be completed under the supervision of the Permanent

Council v;hich'T<nroid--"pr^fr^^ The"Committee accordingly'
recommended that those developing countries should continue to-press for-'*the achieve—

ment of the following objectives, which are in. their interest and which they regard

as vital for the harmonious and'efficient functioning of the systeu;

(-]) Thepreesnt floating exchange system should be a temporary phase which
would permit the various countries to determine the exchange rates- which they will

adopt in a systeu cf fixed but not rigid rates:

(2) All appropriate steps should be taken to make the special drawing rights
the principal reserve asset of the system - for example- the opening of a:substitution

account and the settlement of payments imbalances in special drawing rights;

(3) The inbrWasV-^irdTl^^ fall "under'-ITrpV responsibility
and should be ,occap->,°.??-^-,.^K;;*^ .cr,e&.tipn pf new-Special Drawing Rights. The allocation
of the, latter. .sh9uld;..take/.^cc.ount of the distribution of the. stopk of. existing reserves

ajid of- the_ special., need's, of.' the. under-equipped, countries; ... . , . . ..

(4) Appropriate steps should be taken to effect the genuine demonetization
f d

Cpmmitte £;.. Transfer; of real repcurpes, to the, developing, countries under the reform
and in the future " "

35, The_ Gommixtep'.s,.^.cisk,was .to study the problems linked :to, the transfer, of real

resources/to benep.t; th"t; deyeloping countries haying regard to the most recent reform ,
of the international liioneiyry system. In order to carry out iy ts .work, it undertook

a critical analysis of the existing financing mechanisms within the International
Monetary Fund, namely.-

(a) drawings on credit tranches;

(b): i extended fatality; •■ ■-■'■;- ■■ ■ "■■ ■" '-.:■• . '-. --.: ■ '. ■ . ' ■■ . .■■. ■

(c) coH:penEr,t,ory:;financing for fluctuations in export income and financing .
;-.-■■■■■*-of■ i

(d) trust fund;

(e) interest subsidy account, ' ■-■--'■-•

36.- .The Coaijii"!;;i;ee. then '.turned:' ;,..'' ■ .

- to the" furiclefiientai problem of the link between the creation of SDRs
and development financing;

- to the measures to be taken to promote access by the developing countries

to the capital ~:;.v_%!:oJ;rj of the developed countries;
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- lastly, to the possibility of creating new facilities and the strengthening
of the activities of the multilateral development financing agencies.

1' Critical analysis of the financing mechanisms of the International
Monetary Fund " ~~~

37- In general, the Committee felt that the various facilities placed at the
disposal of the developing countries by IMF were not suited to the needs of those
countries, either in terms of volume or in terms of their duration and eligibility
criteria. For that purpose, the Committee pointed out that the principal condition
laid down ior the granting of Fund facilities was linked to the balance-of-payments
difficulties of the member ^countries.... However, it. was known^tliat the balance-of-
payments situation did not necessarily correspond to the real economic situation
of the country concerned. Furthermore, the balance-of-payments position often
-depended on the implementation of the economic and social development programmes
of the member countries. As a result, the International Monetary Fund should riot
limit itself solely to undertaking short-term adjustments in temporary balance-of-
payments deficits, but should rather orient itself more towards permanent medium-
term financing mechanisms,, so as better to respond to the development needs of - -
those countries and thereby solve the problem at the root. " v' ■-.: ; =-: - ■ :.

38;.. ■ in addition, in order to permit better use of the Fund's resources by the
developing countries, the dr'aconian and rigid nature of the conditions -for the
mobilization of the facilities granted by that body should be substantially ■ ■
allevaited. *

39- In view of the special features of each financing mechanism, the Committee
undertook a separate consideration and drafted the following proposals:

(a) Drawing on credit tranches • = ■ " " ....

40. The Committee felt that the cancellation of the enlargement of the credit •■:
tranches by 45 per cent envisaged on the entry into effect of the Second Amendment
to the-IMF-Articles and, hence, on the entry into force of the-sixth general'review
of quotas1,'was likely to limit the possibilities of the developing countries within1
the--framework of the credit tranches/ .It therefore expressed the wish that the '
enlargement' should be maintained on a definitive basis.

41. The Committee also advocated a rise in the first credit tranche, the conditions
for mobilization remaining fairly flexible, and an alleviation of the over-strict
provisions concerning drawings on the higher tranches, particularly those relating
to the adjustment programmes imposed on the member countries.' The* time-limits for
repurchasing should also be extended so as to enhance the impact of such .financing
on the economies of the poorest countries. • .

42. Since the possibilities of resort to drawings on the tranches remained,, in
quantitative terms, limited by the smallness of the quotas of those developing '
countries, the Committee expressed the wish that consideration of that question

should be undertaken as soon as possibla with a view to developing a new method ■.
capable of increasing the volume of drawings. " - .. ■

43- Lastly, noting that the IMF Board of Governors appeared to be tending towards

imposing on member countries seeking Fund resources the obligation not to introduce

new restrictions on current international transactions, the Committee recalled that
that obligation was originally linked to drawings on the oil facility and should
accordingly not be extended to the other claims,
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(b) Extended facility

44. The Committee, noted that the extended facility had remained a largely:

theoretical mechanism which had not met with the success expected because of the

very rigid conditions attached to it and the scope of the adjustment programmes

imposed on members using it. As a result it advocated that those conditions

should' be relaxed so as to bring them in" line with those linked to. drawing on the

first credit tranche.

(c). Compensatory financing and buffer stock financing

45. The Committee noted with,.satisfaction, the relaxation recently made in the .
compensatory financing mechanism, but felt that new arrangements should be.introduced

in the method of assessing the financeable export deficit so as to broaden its base

and/the duration of the drawings.

46. Concerning the financing of raw material buffer stocks, ,the Committee-pointed ■

out the clear ineffectiveness of that mechanism due to the terms of acceptance

which necessitate the conclusion of international agreements on the commodities

between,producers and consumers and accordingly suggested an appropriate redefinition

of the .criteria, at present in force for the use of that type of financing. It also

recommended the extension/of that type of financing to the regional commodity

agreements.

(d) Trust Fund .

47. The Committee appreciated the favourable terms for claims on the Trust Fund.
Nevertheless, it felt that the resources of that. Fund, made up.at present by the

profits realized on the sales of 1/6 of the IMF gold stock, remained clearly

inadequate in view of the needs to be met. .

48. ^.Accordingly it recommended that IMP should, as soon as. possible, strengthen

the resources of the Trust Fund- through the subsequent liquidation of the remaining

2/3 of the IMF gold assets and the allocation, if notof the proceeds of that sale,

at least of the profits realized on that occasion, for financing on favourable terms
of the external deficits of the developing countries, particularly the least developed

among them. . .

(e) Interest subsidy account

49. in order to permit the efficient operation of the interest subsidy account

set up to reduce the costs of drawing on the oil facility,' the Committee urged the
need for more active and sustained participation by the countries with surplus

resources in the financing of; that account. ..

50. The Committee felt that that experience should serve' as an example for the
setting up of new interest subsidy funds with well defined purposes, with the goal
of reducing the financial burden of other forms of credit obtained or obtainable

by the developing countries.
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Problem of the link between the creation of SDRs and developmpnt financing

Committee noted with regret the absence o.? any reference to the link in the
articles of IMP. It reiterated the conviction expressed many times by the

developing countries that the changes made in the other forms of claim on the IMF'"'
facilities in no way represented a substitute for the link, which .thus remained thee link, which .thus remained the .

S Jw "lemenlt i" thelr Cla^mE- U- accordingly recommended that- conside
of that problem should be tken u i ithi th i

l a^ U accordingly recommended that- consid
problem should be -taken up again within: the interested institutions

and committees with a view to the adoption of that mechanism as soon as possible.

3- Promotion of access far-She developing country to the capital markets '
of the developed countries —~~"

52. The Committee felt that resort by the developing countries to thV capital''
markets of the developed countries might, constitute, an appreciable element in the ■
process of the transfer of real resources for development purposes.. ■ . - -

53- Nevertheless, it noted that the statutory and institutional obstacles imposed-
by the developed countries to access by the developing countries to their':currency-—
and financial markets, as well as the restrictions on outflows of capital in general
made that.>possibility very risky, if hot in'existeritV " " .' ' "

54- ItuaccordinglyRecommended a rapid relaxation in the .regulations-iri-f£rce "and*''
the granting ,*n -that-'area of special privileges to benefit the developing-countries,
notably-an,resPect of'the terms and cost of" access to that source of financing. ';

3l'+^a*'tlyi}± exPress*l the wish that the study,of that aspect of the problem
of the transxer of real resources within the" special-group-! set up "for that'purpose -
by the-Developraent Committee should be carried out with all due speed and should"'v': '-
produce-concrete and positive proposals so as to permit the opening of the discussion
at the.'ministerial level. ' ■ - . - v--..T

1 A' - Strengthening of the activities of .the other multilateral-develo^mAnt ■ ■
financing institutions "T" ! "—~ ;———. e—:— . .

56. The Committee noted, firstly,.the inappropriate, and uncertain nature of-the-■"' ■ ^
^XWt^M^' "^ totoa^«tl Developme^t..Asso"xation-eahd,,
secondly, the relatively high cost of world Bank, loans. .- ;■ ■ . , ,r

57- In order to remedy the situation, the Committe recommended: '...',.:,_ '

(a) Expediting of the current increase in the authorized capital
of the World Bank;

(b) Much more frequent and substantial increases in the capital of that
institution;

(c) A relaxation of the cost terms imposed on the credits granted by that
institution, the difference between the real cost of the resources of
the Bank and the interest received on the credits to be borne through
the establishment of subsidy accounts financed by voluntary contributions
trom countries with surplus resources;
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(d) More frequent replenishments of the International Development. Association.

Thanks1 , ■ '•

58- The Seminar participants thanked the Executive Secretary of the-United; Nations

Economic Commissiorifor;Africa for nominating a" representative, who fulfilled the ,

functions of secretary and rapporteur during the Seminar.

59. They also thanked the Governor of the Banque du Zal're and his close colleagues

for their considerable contribution to the smooth running of the Seminar.

Adoption of the report

60. All the participants, meeting in■plenary session, adopted the present report

on 16 December 1976. =■

Closing session

61 • In" the presence of the State Commissioner for Finance (Minister of Finance),

the State Commissioner for the portfolio (Minister of the Portfolio), the Governor

of the Banque du Zal're, the Deputy Director of the Office of the President of the ■

Republic of Zaire, heads of the approved financial institutions;and banks, and of

the local and international press, the ECA secretariat representative introduced

the report that the Seminar had just adopted.

62. The Governor of the Banque du^Zaljre made a statement in .which he stated his

satisfaction that the hopes for success expressed at the beginning of the Seminar

had been surpassed. Then, after thanking the Seminar participants for all their

efforts and the patience they had unflaggingly manifested, he declared the meeting

closed.

63. During the dinner which fqllov;ed the closure of the Seminar j the ECA" secretariat

representative expressed to the Banque du Zai're the gratitude of the Executive

Secretary of the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa for the efforts made

to ensure the sound organization and' success of that Seminar. He concluded by

stressing that, the secretariat of the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa,

followed the activities of the Association of African Central Banks with interest

and would be happy to continue to provide the Association with all appropriate .

assistance. ..
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ANNEX I

■ INTERNATIONAL MONETARY RETORT AND THE TRANSFER" -
OF RESOURCES TO EPffELOPING COUNTRIES xf

by Andrew, Crockett .

1. Introduction ■ .

It iscustomary to- think of the discussions on reform of-the international
monetary system as beginning-in 197.1, following the breakdown of the Brecon woods

arrangements and culminating in-January 1976 with'the" Jamaica accords and agreement
on draft amendments to the Fund's Articles of Agreement.. .But, in a larger sense, the
process"of-reform had started-well before 1971 and the need for-reform will continue
well after, the new articles have'been ratified. It was. .the discussions .-on liquidity
in the 196.QS - which led to the introduction of the SDR scheme in 1969, -that
constituted the;.first recognition that'the Bretton y/oods arrangements..Would have -
to adapt in .changing circumstances,- And during the recent, more.-intense discussions
on;reform, the realization was reached :that the process of reform would have to
be gradual and evolutionary and that a fixed system which, like its predecessor,
would last a generation was neither desirable nor possible.

Nevertheless, the Jamaica- accords',' and the subsequent agreement on draft "■ . '
amendments to-the IMF's"Articles-of Agreement, represent the most important step •
m reforming the-world's monetary-system since Bretfon Hoods. These.new Articles
do not by any means resolve all the outstanding issues concerning the structure

Sp EfSfT1* °f ^ inter^tional monetary system.. They do, however, constitute
the highest common factor of agreement that is possible at the present time Those
issues:that are capable of final resolution have now been decided and shoSd no
longer.preoccupy negotiators. ■ Those which cannot be settled-now will.-be deal.t
with as they arise in.-the context of institutional arrangements that permits •" ■ ■■
continuous surveillance of the system's workings at a high level of political -
responsibility Now.is therefore an appropriate'time to consider iny re an appropriatetime to consider i
broader context what has been achieved and "what remains to be done. c^erTcr Sambwa
is to be congratulated for his timely initiative in convening this seTnT

■ In reviewing the, problems of the present international monetary system" it is
appropriate to;See them in their proper historical. context. The Button-Moods-
system served the. world well for a quarter of a century, but ultimately became
excessively r.igid and broke down in a series of foreign^ exchange crises ST '
future evolution bf the monetary system should be towards a sef of arraAge^nts ■
wnich,. as far-as^possible, preserves the good features of'the Bretton Woods-system

^t1 lotffee?■• "6 f1**"1"* contributed to this breaJcdown., ThatSo^
it, should seek-to preserve an environment that is conducive to the. int

the SS^S°fS ^-Capitf **d free convertibility of currencies,\b

V Remarks to Conference of African Central Banks Association, Kinshasa (Zaire),
13 December 1976. The views expressed are the responsiblity of the author
ana cannot necessarily be attributed to the International Monetary Fund.
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roll itT^ *' ^ at !ol\ows' tois PaPer *>alB first vdth the reasons for the
collapse of the arrangements that have come to be known as the Bretton Hoods system.

been Tefltl\?%?* °? a back^ound for a review of the present stage which has
been reached in the reform exercise, and of the problems that will rimain to be
taelcled even after the ratification of amended articles.

2- The breakdown of the Bretton Woods'system

Many reasons have been advanced for the collapse of the par value system
established at Bretton Woods, and it would be unrealistic to think that a further
review of this subject could add very much that is new. .Nevertheless, it is
helpful to make a distinction between those factors which.were fundamental to the
breakdown; and those which were merely,coincidental or contributory.'

. This is< a distinction which may be obspured by the actual sequence of events
«e! the. event that finally pushed .the industrial world i£o boating "
flotf^ + :ilPe!rUar?:KarCh °f 1973 ^aS an.avalanohe.of short-term capital
flows ... But^mpo^tant as they were, the capital flows were only a symptom of 4
much deeper-cause of the collapse of the system - the .inability or Slinless
l^ft111^1"1^^65 t0 PUrSUfi dOme^ic -onondc. polL^ h^

them to maintain the fixed exchange, rates- they had chosen.

The fundamental reason for the breakdown of par values was this basic

ITtZll Tl* C°^ieSl int6rnal and 6xternal 'Policies - ^ inconsistencybetween-, on the one hand, domestic, economic policies framed in the lighf of

JZZl-$*££? rt 'th th ^o a fixed

r« ' 1XMJ*l elementary fact of economic life that the quantity and the price
of a c?mmodxty cannot both be controlled.. Precisely-the^same law applies^ money.
If a country, pursued too expansionary policies - involving-directly-or-indirectl/
an expansion in the quantity of money - it is inevitable, that the value of tt!t -
currencyvail-decline. .If different countries pursue divergent policies of-demand
management, ;and therefore" different money supply policies, the relative value rf
their respective currencies cannot be kept fixed for long.

thedi^tpTofih^T*6™ f™°tiOne? s^isfactorily for a prolonged period because
the dictates of this basic economic law were respected. For most of the 1950s and
early 1960s,: most countries pursued, the goal, of reasonable price stability^
Hl'+ZT 7 "i commitment to fixed .exchange rates, was sufficient to
keep their■domestic economic policies roughly in harmony with one another The '
periodic disturbances that affected the industrial countries' balances of payments
were relatively easily handled, by using, reserve assets, and by attracting^ivate
capital through a manipulation of interest.rate differentials. The postwar problem
of the overvaluation of the major European currencies was dealt lath byTbSch rf
S^-n« - 1949, v,hich,restored the competitive position of the non-dollaf

f ^^^^^ating capital flows were not particularly troublesome
international capital markets were less integrated than they later

Uy be°aUSe "P80**""" «* -change rate adjustments" L s
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The situation changed radically in the later 1960s and early 1970s. The main
reason was a greater desire on the part of governments to pursue demand management
policies that resulted in divergent rates of growth of money and prices. In such
circumstances fixed rates could not endure for very long. Shortage of liquidity
and the volatility of private capital may certainly have contributed to bringing
down particular exchange rates in particular cases. But even a perfectly functioning
liquidity supply mechanism, or a satisfactory network of exchange controls on capital
movements could only have postponed rate adjustments when underlying forces were out
of balance.

For this reason, future discussion on the reform and management of the inter
national monetary system should concentrate on the fundamental element of that
system - the functioning of the adjustment mechanism. On this subject, which
includes the important question of the exchange rate regime, the new articles of
agreement give much less guidance than did the old Bretton Woods articles. The
co4e of conduct by. which members are expected to order their adjustment policies
has been left to be worked out by the Fund's executive board, as also have the
procedures by means of which firm surveillance over exchange rates can be exercised.

Correcting defects in the arrangements for the supply of international liquidity
wall be another important part of the ongoing adaptation of the monetary system as
also will be the provision of an enhanced transfer of real resources to developing
countries and an improved climate for development. In these matters, as in the case
of adjustment and the exchange regime,.the new articles are flexible; that is to say
they do not lay down hard and fast practices, but permit arrangements to develop in
a variety of different ways. In what follows, the first aspect of reform to be
dealt with is the nature of the adjustment process after ratification of the new
articles, and the Fund's role in surveillance. Next, the subject of liquidity
is touched on. Lastly, and in this gathering very importantly, the question of
real resource transfers is addressed.

3. The adjustment mechanism and surveillance by the Fund

., In discussing the issue of surveillance and in reviewing the experience of
recent years, much has been learned of the constraints under which governments
operate in implementing adjustment policies. It used to be contended by the
advocates, of flexible exchange rates that floating would remove the balance-of-
payments constraint, and thus give governments a greater measure of freedom in
their domestic economic policy. This argument was most strongly advanced in
the Anglo-saxon countries, and particularly in the United Kingdom, where the
stop-go policies of the 1950s and 60s had disastrous consequences for economic
growth and seemed to be attributable primarily to basic weakness in the balance-'
of-payments.

Now, however, the industrial countries have learned the hard way what the
developing world has known all along - that balance-of-payments adjustment involves
real costs whatever the particular instrument of adjustment that is employed. Real
resources have to be channeled to exports and import-substitution, and room has to
be made for these. Hi^ier import prices as a result of devaluation stimulate
increases in domestic prices and may set off a wage-price spiral. Host importantly
perhaps, the industrial countries have learned that the freedom to expand domestic
demand, if carried too far, is likely to result in price increases rather than an
expansion of real output.
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■ The failure to properly appreciate the constraints under which economic policy
operates.is responsible,-at least in part, for the upsurge in inflation that over-; '

whelmed the fixed exchange rate system, and has characterized the early years of '
floating. The industrial countries, seduced perhaps "by the notion that it was ."
possible to secure permanently-higher output by accepting a little more inflation,
.found themselves eventually with a lot more inflation and more sppxe capacity than

at any. time since the war.. To go into the relationship between output levels and "

inflation in any depth- would stray too far from the main theme of this paper; here

it n.?y si.r.i>\y be notod that recent experience suggests that the uwcrtfc.n-'iies; 'and

misallocations :hat eu^iw when r-.ttfiafcija oxctjfctis a certain level can wore than wipe
out.the benefits of demand stimulation.

What is the relation of. all this to the adjustment process? Simply that

transferring resources from or to the balance-of--payments, bringing1 down an

unacceptable level of domestic inflation or stimulating the economy to recover

from a recession.are all difficult acts of economic policy which involve adjustment

costs. Floating, it.is now clear,-does not remove these adjustment costs, it just '

causes them to manifest themselves in a different form. Because of this, it would :

not be desirable for the burden of adjustment in a reformed international monetary
system.to be placed exclusively on flexible exchange rates, any more than it was

practicable, undorrthe Bretton Woods system, for it to be pideed exclusively.on
domestic policies.. . ■ - '

-..; The actual choice of policies in any particular case 'depends on a subtle"

assessment of the.economic structure of the country concerned "(including the . '.'
structure of ,ii3 balance of payemnts) and -how this economy Vri.ll "react to different
types of stimuli, [Countries vary, of course, in their economic, structure and this1,

is the re-ets.on why the exchange rate system of !the draft ariended Articles is an '[

eclectic one. Any form :of> exchange arrangement is peraiittsd, with the sole

exception of a peg expressed in terms of gold. Countries may" float freely, manage

their floats, peg to a single currency or a currency backet, or float in a group
like the European snake. . ... .-.'-. . '■. - - ~ :=

But while, the new. Articl.es-accept that a wide variety of exchange' arrangements

are consistent --lith responsible economic behavior and effective balance-of-paynierits

adjustment,.'they also state quite firmly that exchange rate policies should be

subject to international guidance and surveillance. The relevant language from "

the n*w dreft Article IV is ■ that "members shall avoid niani7AxU.tin»: their exchange

rate or the. ir.-fccrr,fcv£.,.c.ial iQ^c-ts^-y- syty'cvh i'cr *l-o y-r-pou^ 01 r^vJa-'sing effective
balance-of-payments adjustment, or gaining an unfair competitive advantage over

other members". In other words, tho kind of policies to be avoided are those that

lead to an overvalued or undervalued exchange rate.

The question immediately arises of how to make a judgment on whether a currency

is under- or over-valued„ One possible approach, which has found favour in some

quarters, would be to-establish reference rates for-efccii currency and to use departures

from such reference rates as an indicator of cUseruilibrium, ~nc although reference

rates or par values can be a'useful technique for some countries - for example, those

that wish to tie their economic policies to those of a dominant, trading-partner,
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or that value the discipline of a fixed reference point for .domestic economic

policies- they are not by themselves.a suitable basis for Fund surveillance

of exchange, rates. In the. first place., .the techniques of economic analysis

presently available are not .sufficiently v/ell developed to permit, us to :

identify equilibrium exchange rates without quite a wide margin of error.

Secondlyj as has ..just been noted, the new ijrticles of Agreement..permit

countries to respond .tp.balance-of-payments disturbances in a variety of

ways, and to.judge policies in relation to a reference rate might seem to

be an unwarranted preference for a par value system. For these reasons"a

number of major countries have considerable doubts about the feasibility of

using reference rates as the basis of the ^und's surveillance activities.

/...more proniising approach would seem to be, to identify the types of

policy,.rather than the specific exchange rates, which countries should a .

attempt tQ.pursue (or. avoid, as the case may be). Such a code of conduct.-

might .then.be adapted and elaborated over time as a result of experience

gained in,consultation with members over their policies0 . ■

Even this is-'difficult to do, however, as policies which are,appropriate

for aonfe ^countries in some circumstances, may in other conditions or for other

countr:ie's:'fcer''objectionable(, For example, intervention and international

borrowing1 might b'e entirely suitable for a primary producing country confronting

cyclical weakness in the demand for its principal export; 'while it would not

be appropriate for an industrial country trying to suppress the consequences

of an over-expansionary budgetary policy-

It will clearly be easier to secure agreement on some aspects of exchange

rates policies than on others, For example, it is generally accepted that

members should-collaborate with issuing countries in working out the technical

aspects of intervention, and that smoothing intervention should be used to

prevent t'he^emergence of disorderly market conditions.

VJhen .t^e intervention goes beyond short-term smoothing/however^ views ■■ .' ■

can more easily differ on whether an active policy of rate management aids, or "■ :■

hinders the effective operation of the international monetary system. For

tKis;'reas'oh;, lit i-S more realistic for the Fund to concentrate onidentifying . ..

cases :where members are pursuing an active policy in regard to'their .exchange

rate/ and to subject these cases' to prompt and thorough review, . ,

iiTi:, active policy of exchange .rate management might be si^nalled-by ■ *•'

prolonged heavy intervention in the foreign exchange market, or by a policy

cf official or quasi-official borrowing or lending to finance balance-of-

payments disequilibrium„ mother symptom of active exchange rate management

might be monetary or other policies, employed for balance-of-payments purposes,
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which give rise to an abnormal pattern of capital flows or to significant

movements'in the exchange rate. Such policies, and also the alteration of

its peg by a "pegged rate country,/would constitute the sort' of'developments

which would- seem to call for careful review by the ??uud" under its surveillance

authority. It would then be the 7und!s tasl: to evaluate whether the* exchange *

rate which emerged as a result of the members1 policies was consistent with

effective balance-of-payments adjustment. If such cases were promptly and

thoroughly investigated, there' should emerge a body of accumulated experience

and precedent that-would eventually enable members of the Tund to form a

clear impression of the kinds of policies that were of concern to'their "

fellow members. • ■ .-,..

If this approach is to be successful, however, and the authority of the

international community is to be strengthened, it will be necessary for all

members to support the surveillance activities of the I<und. These activities

under the new ixticle IV core 'broader and deeper than those of the Iretton

"■foods articles, although.they are1 less precise. They involve a greater role

for the j?und in appraising the exchange rate policies of"all members, and in

seeking relevant information. Doubtless many countries will, from time to

time, find the demands of .the ~und onerous, and "it surveillance inconvenient,

73nt it is particularly important for the smaller and less developed countries

to support this effort, since" they would be the main sufferers from an inter

national monetary system.that was. without effective.rules. -

A-, Liquidity

the functioning of the adjustment mechanism is at the core of

the international monetary system, other aspects of the system are also

important, and will doubtless continue to i)e important preoccupations of those

concerned. with the management "of the system.,...One of the most important of

these aspects is the mechanism for the provision and control of international

liquidity. At present, there are a*number 01 different sources of liquidity,

having.different characteristics and subject to differing degrees of central

control. ' . -

The asset with the longest history of use as vji instrument of international

settlement; is gold. It is now agreed that gold should be gradually demonetized

in a reformed international monetary system. Considerable Quantities of gold

will, however, continue to be held by central banks, even after the ratification

of the amendement and its demonetization will ultimately depend on this volume
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of metal losing its attractions as a safe reserve. This will'come about only

if surrounding circumstances in the world economy are sufficiently stable to

reduce.the attractiveness of precious metals as-a hedge against inflation,"

and if central banks take action to move their existing holdings of gold ""'
out into private markets. " ■ ■ '

The next component of international liquidity, though the smallest

in terms of .size, is 3Xs arid other I^uid-based- liquidity—namely'drawing rights

in the: general account. This form o'f liquidity has many attractive feature's.; "

Its total volume is under direct international control; it's Value',; being'defined
in .terms-of a composite of currencies, is subject to fewer fluctuations than any-

other component of liquidity•' it" can be created without cost and its initial

distribution-can be--managed so as" to conform'with rational*'criteria.' ' ' '

So far, however, SXls, and to a lesser extent Rind credit, have been

used."-as the1, residual element'in world liquidity arrangements. 3D?vS can only

be created.-when the prospective' availability' ofj other reserve 'assets is inadequate,

/Jid although decisions on quota increases have been' slightly less constrained,' "
the :negbtiations are generally strongly influenced by'perception's'" concerning*' v '

the overallvadequacy of world liquidity, '^rthermore, since use of'Spits-'arid1 ,
PW: credit-is-at a concessionary "rate of "interest," there is on the part" of '

the more conservative creditor countries a disposition"to view expansion of this

type of liquidity as both saddling-them with unattractive' assets and encouraging,.
unduly ejcpansionary policies by deficit countries. ! '....'

The last main component of international reserves is represented by holdings

of national'currencies, predominantly UiS. dollars'. This component has been

the fastest' growing of late, and indeed is largely open-ended. /Jiy country which

has the capacity and desire to earn or borrow a surplus on its"overall'balance^-
of-rpayments account can-add to its reserves without necessarily'depriving any other

country of reserves. This is'because'the; assets'acquired by tlie surplus'country

are added'to- reserves, but the liabilities which'are tHeir counterpart do not

necessarilytreduce the recorded assets of deficit countries. -■■-:"
:■■,.' 1 ... t ,.-.•• . ■■ ■ . . ■ ' - .••-■ •■■_ ..■ ■ ■; : ..,!,:

, Tl^ie question naturally arises whether a situation in which-.the volume, of •

^^if^^T" c??n beeasily expanded (or contracted.) at the initiative:;of. holding;. ,
countries poses a tloreat of inflation and whether anything can or, should-be-- ■

done about. fthis situation.. This is a question on v/hich-different-.:views--are..

strongly held, and it would not be possible to present, a .consensus^here... What, . -

follows4 consequently, must be tal^en as a personal view. The provision of access

to liquidity affects inflation insofar as it affects countries' adjustment

policies. If liquidity becomes more available or cheaper, it will make it more
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attractive for deficit countries to finance their deficits than.to adjust to ■ ■

them, and more attractive to surplus..countries, to eliminate their surpluses-'

rather than build up a prudential reserve of.liquidity against the future.

Consequently, domestic economic policies are likely to -be titled in a ...

somewhat more expansionary direction. If liquidity becomes less readily ■

available, or more expensive, the opposite consequences v/ill ensue.

_ The fact that .the overall, quantity of assets-conventionally defined

as reserves is not under direct international control does, not mean,; however',

that* liquidity is .freely available.to all who. wish to hold it. The 'holders'*

and the borrowers pf, reserve assets have to pay a price for their preferences, ■

It is therefore the cost of .acquiring liquidity that determines both the .stance■'■

of adjustment policies, and, the volume of reserve, assets countries choose ■or-: '.'■'■

are able to hold.

'That the foregoing means is that there is nothing.inherently inflationary ■

in _a reserve supply mechanism where reserves are demand-determinec+, provided.:

"always, that the policies of the country v/hich issues reserve ;as sets are- ncin-

iilflationary. This is a fortunate conclusion,, sicne the., likelihood of .securing

control over the volume of national currencies held in reserves is remote. .

5uch controlv would require portfolio constraints on.central banks.that many of

them would'regard as onerous and unnecessary,-., Furthermore, the kinds of

constraint that would be compatible, with the maintenance of a. reasonably.

liberal wbrid trading environment would.have, too many loopholes, to achieve -

the desired degree of control.

Despite-the foregoing, there is certainly no cause for complacency in

present reserve supply arrangements. Permitting reserve holdings to be

market-determined means that creditworthiness plays, a more important role in- .

framing adjustment policies than balance of payments need,, more widely defined,

/jid if, reserves are held in dollars, then any advantage which.may accrue.to- .

the issuer of liquidity goes to the largest,and richest country-.in the system ■ .

instead of being more widely shared,. as in the case of. GDP.s. Finally, the,

degree of the inflationary pressure imparted to the system through the availability

of liquidity depends on the appropriateness of policies followed by the United

States rather than being:jointly decided'upon by all members of the international

community.1 This is not to imply that the United States will be other than a wise

steward of its.responsibilities; but merely to point out that other countries'*"'"1

will be affected by" decisions in which they have no voice.
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In contemplating the reform of the international monetary system, therefore,

it se*ems prudent to work towards arrangements iii which internationally managed t

forms of liquidity, and particularly 3DHs, have a greater role* .This will.be

necessary too, to remove the natural discrimination of the market place.against

poorer and '-less-developed countries, 'if the SDR is to be equipped to play a .

larger role, however, it is essential that, it bear a rate of interest more .

closely aligned to rates available in the market. The same applies to the rates

paid and received on creditor and debtor positions in the Fund. (.. . ^

The foregoing suggestion may perhaps seem hard and disadvantageous to

developing countries; but in fact it offers the best hope fqr;their obtaining ri

something of value from liquidity arrangements.: Hiile interest rates remain *'t"-- ■

low, the '^possibilities of a .me anin&flil allocation of SDP.s .arejremote,' arid • "-

while-rates1 of remuneration in the Fund are also'low, thereby/ill beia reluctance&'-'if

on the part of creditor countries to approve increases on quotas r6r."drawing -

riglits, or to sanction loans .without harsli conditionality, '■• ?.ather;:tlian:resist

moveg.to a closer alignment of !rates on Fund-transTactions. v/itli :jnarket'irates,

developing countries might be better .advised to trade some, increase in.interest

rates for'the' very real advantages 'that \would,resultfrom higher quotas, and „ v . .

better access to ttie resources of the Fund. . , ,..,

3efore,proceeding to the issues raised in the next'.part of;-this'paper-^ • '■ '■:

those1 relating to the .transfer of real resources to developing countries— '■-'■

it is perhaps useful to recapitulate the present stage of discussion in - ■ -

relation to the wider aspects df reform. ■ '■ .-.'-..••*.. .

First, the long-running debate on the nature of^the exchange\rate regime

is now, for the time being, over. Countries are.to be allowed considerable

freedom in their'cho'ice of exchange arrangements and this will in practice. , ..,.

result in an exchange system Jthat is part-free, part'pegged. GiirpJarly, t^ere

will be considerable freedom in the choice of specific adjustment,policies, subject,

however," to the constraint that countries should not manipulate their exchange .

rates in a manner that is harmful to the international adjustment process or

to the Interests'of-mother,members. The Group of 24 has-'ona number of ■ ■ '■

occasions lamented the passing of the par value system and urged its'r'eintro-

duction. 'VJhate'ver the rights ..or v/rongs of that position, it is academic now. ■

Flexible exchange rates will persist among the industrial countries,":vdth ' ■ ■

official blessing> for an extended period. The task for the developing ,countries

now is'to accept that situation and to reappraise their own policies in light,,.,, .. ,

of it. . ' ,....-.,■■"

•I--. is
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As far as liquidity is concerned, the status quo is likely to persist

for■some time,'largely because of lack1of agreement on any workable alternative.

National' currencies will remain the dominant component ofreserves, and their

volume will'continue to be demand-determined. The question of the transfer

of real'resources has received a lot of lip service Jin reform discussions, but

so far only a limited number of measures.of direct benefit to the developing

countries have been undertaken. It'is to this subject that we now turn. "'

5. The transfer or real resources" to developing countries . ■

It should be stressed at the outset that the most important aspect of the- •

international monetary system from the pqint of, .view of developing countries -■■

is the efficient, functioning of the adjustment ^mechanism. If the .industrial

countries.,can maintain high and stable levels of economic activity and eliminate.•

payments disequilibria^without recourse to payments restrictions or controls,

the developing countries can look forward to steady growth in their,-exports

(and hence their.import capacity) without unpredictable and harmful disruptions..

Within the context of an efficiently-functioning adjustment mechanism,

however, it is possible to devise arrangements' which contribute more1 than at

present to improving both the quality and'the quantity of "resources transferred

to developing, countries..; For. purposes of analysis it is helpful to distinguish'

two types of .resources which.are needed, by developing countries. In the' long-run

there is a need to maximize the availability of real and financial, capital, so , -

as to increase the proportion of developing countries1 GHP,devoted to investment

and economic growth, iJid in a more medium term perspective, resources should be

available to meet cyclical and other disturbances to' the balance-of-paymerits that

might, in the absence of such" resources, necessitate an interruption in the

program of economic development, Monetary arrangements, arid in particular the '

activities of the Fund, can by their nature contribute more to the second of

these:'fv/o'objectives; but a number of proposals,' for example the "LINK", also
address the first objective.

The following.discussion touches'first: on the .existing facilities-available

to assist countries in meeting medium-term balance-of-payments disturbance's. It

goes on.to discuss some of the.-ways, in which the. monetary system could be used. ' .

to promote the transfer.of resources on a continuing .basis,

tXl countries need to have some means to enable them to overcome short-term

disturbances to their balance of payments. Immediate adjustment, as opposed to

financing, of these disturbances would impose considerable burdens, and the • -

uncertainty involved would substantially reduce the benefits to be obtained from

international trade, 3alance-of-payments fluctuations can be financed out of

accumulated official reserves, out of private capital flows, or from official

balance-of-payments lending, e.g., through the Rind.
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Countries do not, however have access on equal terms to these three sources

of finance.

Reserves (apart from SDR) have to be earned through running surpluses in .the
overall balance-of-payments.- Quite apart from the fact that the burden of setting

aside resources for reserves naturally bites harder on. poor than on rich countries,

there are real differences in the ability pf different countries to manage their

affairs so as to achieve a needed cushion of liquidity. The larger and richer

countries can usually borrow at medium- and long-term if they wa^t to increase

(or avoid reduction in) their reserves. In' other words, they do..not have to make
sacrifices in the form of a reduction in their planned level of imports, of goods
and services from abroad. They can simply engage in a sv:ap of assets of different

maturities and permit this exchange to satisfy their wish to have part of their

portfolio of assets in readily realizable form.

Smaller and poorer countries, however, generally have io earn their reserves

the hard way. If they do not actually have to sarn a surplus on their current

account, they must nevertheless set aside capital inflows >*hich could otherwise have,

been used to finance projects more directly related to economic, deve] opirtevit.

Private capital flows are also unequally available to large-. r.n.d to small

countries. Most of the industrial nations can attract capital iiiflows by a. marginal

adjustment to their interest rate, or by permitting a modest decline in the rate of

exchange for their currency. Because of the ready availability cf these options,'

they feel 'less-need to hold reserves, or to seek access to liquidity in.other forms.
Less developed countries, however, do not for the most part have this option. - Their -

capital markets are rudimentary and exchange controls are prevalent, so that there '

is no.reason to expect marginal manipulation of monetary policy to have any very
substantial effect on payments flows.

Only in terms of their access to official balance-of-j>3/yTr. -.vto assistance through

the Fund to developing countries find themselves en aXi equal footing with the

industrial countries. Even here, i^ must be rernenbored th:v5 their need is generally

greater (because of the greater volatility of their balanc;!-of-payments) so that
formal equality of treatment may stili leave these countries disadvantage*!.

The conclusion to be drawn from the foregoing is that in de-sloping new or

expanded arrangements for the finance of balance-of-payments deficits, attention

should be concentrated on those techniques that do not saddle developing countries

with unnecessary and' discriminatory mirdens. In this conne>'dos.; . SDRs are "certainly

to be preferred to an expansion of currency balances based on "coi-rowing. SDRs which

are retained as liquidity (rather than being spent to fincaice deficits) have no cost
to the holder. And they can be distributed on a fair basis tc all members of the

Fund. VJhere a-country has to borrow in order to finance its reserve needs, on the

other hand, it will be poorer to the extent of the difference betvreen.the yield on

the assets it holds and that on the liabilities it incurs. Evnn when it is prepared

to pay this additional price, it may find that its access to capital markets is
meager.

The Fund has attempted to acknowledge the heed of many of its primary-producing

members.by devising new facilities cf primary use to them, (its regular facilities

available under normal tranche policies remain, of ocurso, the most important' element

of the resources provided oy the Fund. But they are available on equal terms to all
members in proportion to quota and, as noted earlier, not all members have an equal
balance-of-payments need).
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extended arrangement, and a detailed statement of the policies and measures for the
first 12 months, with the understanding that for each subsequent 12 month period the

member will present to the .Fund a detailed statement of the progress made, and of -
the policies and measures that will be followed, to further the realization of the
objectives of the program.

Drawing under the extended facility can be phased over a period of up to three

years. Amounts made available under the extended facility have to be repurchased

when the balance-of-payments problem has. been overcome, and within aiperiod of 4-8

years as an outside limit.' Normally, repurchases would be expeoted ;to.begin after ■

the fourth year, and to be.completed in sixteen equal quarterly installments. Charges

are similar to those levied on regular drawings in the general? account. They begin

a,t!4.Pe*' csnt' and rise in increment of -| per cent for each year .the drawing- is
outstanding up to a maximum of 6£ per cent. Borrowing, under the Extended facility
is permitted up to 140 per cent of the member's .quota, provided that a member making
full"use of the facility does not draw beyond the first credit tranche under the ■

regular facilities. Purchases under the Extended Facility'are separate from, and ■
in part additional to, general access to the Fund's resources. In other words, the
tranche policies are applied to other requests by the members for 'drawing, as
though the Fund's holdings of the member's currency, did not include.:holdihgs'
resulting from any purchases outstanding under the extended facility. ."■ :.•'.. :=i:

"""The Oil Facility, established for the two .years 1974 and- 1975, is .different
i^ a number of respects from the permanent facilities: available within .the general • -
account. In the first place, being"established to"meet the needs of-a particular '
situation, it was limited in time. Drawings were permitted for deficits attributable
to the rise in the price of oil incurred in 1974 and 1975. Thereafter, if a .member
still has a balance-of-payments need related to'higher"oil prices and*wished'to

draw on the Fund, it has to make its application.either under'the regular,facilities
or under -the "Extended Facility", described above. Secondly, although-drawings- and"'-■
repurchases under the oil facility,pass through the,general account, like all.the
Fund's.other lending operations they are kept substantially separate from.other ' *
operations and have different sources of finance, terms and conditions of. lending, ' -
and-charges. . .' . .

Under the Oil Facility, resources made available to members were supplementary
to any assistance that members might obtain under other policies on the use of the
Fund'-s resources.. The total amount of assistance available was-limited by the"
application of formula which took account, inter-alia, of the additional-cost of
petroleum imports related to the increase in price, the member's quota, the size
of its reserves, and the amount of finance available to the Fund; The formula : '
applied- in the second year of the facility's operation differed in a number of" i; '
respects from that used in the first year, most notably in the application-of some- -
what stricter conditionally.

■A major point of difference of the Oil Facility from other types of drawings ■ ■■-
is that drawings under the oil facility were entirely financed by borrowing by ■
the Fund. The rational for this lay in the purpose of. the facility to promote
recycling of funds from surplus to deficit countries. Since many of the countries'" * ':
which had large surpluses as .a result of the.increase in oil prices had small quotas
m the Fund, and frequently also had currencies that were not fully convertible -
and-therefore not usable in the Fund's operations,, the scope for promoting recycling ■
by using the Fund's existing resources was limited. Accordingly, it was decided • -
that the Fund should borrow from countries in strong surplus, In the first year
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of operation of "the facility, the bulk of lending came from oil exporting countries,
but for the second year there were much more substantial loans from industrial
surplus countries, including one from a non member, Switzerland. Loans to the
facility were negotiated on a stand-by basis, with the lending country making a ■
commitment to lend which is called by the Fund when the need arises to make a
disbursement to a drawing member.

Terms and conditions of lending also differ from regular facilities. In order
to obtain loans in the amounts required to meet the needs of drawing members, a
higher interest rate than the remuneration'paid on creditor positions was required. .
tti-practice, the rate was set close to market rates for first class securities of '
similar term, with a slight discount in recognition of the greater security against
exchange rate fluctuations offered by an SDR-denominated asset, and the higher credit
worthiness of loans to the Fund. Loans are made for a period of seven years, with

repayments taking place in equal installments beginning after the end of the third, ■
year. -Borrowing is matched precisely to the terra of lending, and commitments to
lend are drawn down at a similar rate for all iending countries.

Lastly, in a discussion of the Funds financial facilities, mention should be
made of the temporary increase of drawing rights under credit tranches, agreed at
Jamaaca in January 1976. This arrangement effectively widens all existing credit

tranches by 45 per cent, or from 25 per cent of quota to $ 1 per cent. The intention
is to-help finance a continuing high degree of. payments disequilib'ria in the period
between the ending of the 1975 oil facility, and the entry into force of new, hirfier
quotas sometime in 1977. .

6. A strategy for developing countries

The developing countries can expand and improve their access to these various
types of- conditional liquidity through-the Fund in several different ways. They can
press for'an SDR allocation; a general quota increase; a larger share of quotas;
greater drawing rights under existing quotas, or special new facilities in the Fund

in- making-this case for greater access to liquidity through the Fund, the developing
world could well emphasize the point that the sources of liquidity customarily used
by the industrial world are much less open to them.

It is important to distinguish between these different proposals however, for
they vary in their advantageousness to the developing world, and in .their acceptabi
lity to the industrial countries... ■ '

The case for an SDR allocation (leaving aside for the moment the question of
a "link") must rest on the existence of global shortage of .reserves'that is leading
to harmful adjustment policies. Such policies might include resort to controls over
trade and payments, an unnecessary degree of domestic deflation, and competitive
under-valuation of currencies. Those who oppose SDR allocations do so because they
consider that the recipients of SDR are more likely to spend the liquidity they ■
receive than to hold it, and that this will impose inflationary pressures on the
rest of the world-pressures which can only be contained by. the surplus countries
holding on (prudently, as they see it) to unwanted reserves in a low interest
yielding form. If these objections are to be overcome, it may be necessary for
the rate of interest on SDRs to go up, as an earnest of developing countries' desire
to hold SDRs in reserves, rather than just to lay their hands on a cheap source of
Balance of payments finance.
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An increase in developing countries1 share in Fund quotas is a superficially

attactive way to improve access to balance-of-payments finance, "but may eventually
prove counterproductive.. To. diminish by any significant amount the industrial '

countries' role in the Fund risks alienating their support of the institution'and

resulting in an unwillingness to see adequate overall quota increases. Furthermore,,

the LDCs need the, support of a number of deficit industrial countries in pressing - '■'•
for adequate access and appropriate terms. Lastly, it should not >-be forgotten ".

that quotas also determine the resources of the-Fund, and it is "important that the
usable currencies of major creditor countries be in adequate supply.

. -. - •- i ■.-, ■

This latter reason is a point against building:new or more"generous facilities •
on a given quota base. This has been dorieinthe past with a number of facilities/
but v/ith heavy use. of the Fund!s resources, there is real doubt'as-to1whether this
process can go much farther without impairing the organization's ability to meet ' '

the legitimate requests of its membership. General quota increases for that
reason are to be preferred to selective improvements: in particular facilities.

There is by now, a strong case to be made for a substantial quota increase
in the, next quota review.. This review is to begin in February 1977V and should
be completed by February. 1978, three years instead of the usual fiW after the .
data scheduled, for.the completion of the previous review. World "trade'has" ; r
increased some fourfold. in: a period during which quotasi.have* been increased "only ' ' '-"
once, by. the. relatively modest amount, of 35 percent; ■■Furthermore, the Volatility '';
of countries1 balances of payments has not diminished.. .-■--.■ ■■ "~

■ ■ ■ .■■-."■ .■'.■>.'

The issue is sometimes, raised whether it:would not-be desirable for the Fund :: '
to discriminate among its membership, either in the conditions' of access^ to "its" ':- "'
facilities-, or in terms of the interest rate it charges, Under the Fund»s-'articles,
both those drawn up at Bretton Woods and the amended ones, the Fund must treat all

its members uniformly. This is a source,of, some disappointment to representatives
of developing countries, and.for that reason it.-,.is perhaps * worth reiterating "some"" '
of the advantages, that .flow,from uniformity. In-the.-.first -place,' uniformity of. "" *
treatment guarantees that there will normally be an important and influential -'* '
block of industrial countries, siding with the developing countries and-pressing
for generous quantities of finance, reasonable terms, and conditionally that '
are not too onerous.., If:. finance was available on concessionary terms'to certain ■
countries, those countries.might well find.themselves paying a price'in more : - "
difficult access or harsher conditions. - : : ' . ■ ' ■ . ' .■.1'';

Secondly, it is important for the developing world that major'industrial ^ ":
countries solve, their adjustment problems without: recourse' to -trade restrictionV ' '
or undue measures of domestic-restraint. The employment of such policies by the '' '
industrial countries would undermine the export prospects of developing countries,
lowering their aggregate foreign exchange receipts and making them more volatile.
For this reason, they too need-access :,to adequate sources of balance-of^aymerits "" ! "'

Thirdly if the fund was. perceived as an agency largely or primarily devoted :"'
to promoting the transfer of real resources, it might find, its capacity "to act7"as'"'
an arbiter of disputes concerning exchange rate-policies correspondingly reduced." ?
It would certainly be unfortunate for the developing world if the-main role in v
supervising the evolution of the adjustment process and the'development -bf the" '
international monetary system were to pass from the Fund, where the developing" '
countries are represented with a strong, if a minority, voice to say, the f
where they have no voice at all.
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^ Although the decision has therefore been taken and rightly in my opinion,
to base'the Fund's operations on the'principle ofuniform treatment, this does
not mean that the Fund.is unable to have special' regard for the needs of developing
countries, both within the framework of its "financial operations andputside
The special.facilities-in the general account, which have been described in some " "
detail above, are-examples of developments which'although .they, are available to
all the Fund's members are of particular value to developing countries.

Another example of what can be done to alleviate particular hardship for
poorer countries is provided by the Subsidy Account: Under'this scheme, the

richer countries which draw on the oil facility will pay a somewhat higher rate
of interest m order to subsidize the rate of interest paid by poorer, developing
countries. - . : . ■. : - ' ^ . ... -L^-nig . . .

Considerable scope for the provision of financial assistance is offered by
the prospective demonetization of officially held gold, which means the Fund has
an asset.it no longer needs; whose market value is far in excess, of its book value
For the time being, the Fund has decided to dispose of only one third of its gold'
but when this operation is complete," the question will certainly arise.of how best
to dispose ofithe remaining two thirds. The one-third which is to.be disposed-of -
which is, worth close to <)7 billion at themost recent market prices;- -will be '
divided as, follows. Half of the amount, or one-sixth "of the Fund's.^otal holdings
worth some .,3| billion at market prices, will be directly restituted to members?
in proportion to their quotas. Although the actual technique of restitution is
quite complicated, in essence members will pay for the gold they receive by.
increasing their subscription to the Fund in domestic .currency by the equivalent
of SDR-.35 for' every ounce' of gold they receive. H .,

The other,one-sixth of the Fund's gold will be divided"as follows. The
developing countries'will get a "second helping" of restitution, . in., proportion
to their quotas But. the share that would otherwise accrue, to the industrial ■•
countries will..be sold at auction and the profits used to finance ,a:Trust PuM

time the auction, program is completed the total .proceeds to

■- i
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the Link proposal, SDRs would be allocated disproportionately to the
worm — which, can be done &■;+v.«-« j^ li_. •.. • _. **

dPvPln^ ^ y? ppionately to the
fnrihT^i i " ^1Ch Can be d°ne 6ither Meetly, by using a different key
for the allocation of SDRs, or indirectly through using newly created SDRsto

^l^n^SST flnanCe inSUtUti°nS ^ - *" ™*" ^gio

merest on SDRs. A Link scheme without SDR allocations is valueless since as
Minister Simonsen of Brazil remarked «a larger share of zero is still zero"

diminish^he^at ^^ ^ ? relatively hiSh rate of interest on SDR use will
,, Liru by reducing the grant—equivalence of a eivpn ^tv?

allocation. n a sxveu dim

■rlfher^The ^^*h®develoPine countries, there is an adverse trade-off
., . , * ■*■ a*i veresx on SDRs, the greater the reluctai

reduced SDR USS *° *"">W>* —tries is corre^ond.

has decided not ZL i discussion is academic, since the Interim Committee
has decided not to make provision for a Link in the amended Articles of Agreement
But the matter remains on the agenda of the Developing Committee, and format

strikes toeXrii!n ^ ^ ?* devf°Pin« countries to evolve a position that
to tht dev^n^ banXfoeTbe1;*'een their own economic interest and acceptability
to the developed world. In my judgment, such a balance requires a significant
increase in the rate of interest on the SDR, to something close to SSet levels

aTl!cat^n°r f°Z V ^ '"^ then °P6n "P the Pos*ibil"y of^rthwhile
. , + f ° i which, even if the element of concessiortality was low would

+hft^K-?-f!e+ 3 , ty ln thS haMs °f devel°Pine countries which would enhance
their ability to deal with fluctuations in their balances of payments. Also
it should not be overlooked that government paper rates in xheiLjor industrial
countries are a considerably more attractive rate for developinTcountrie^ tha^
•they are likely to obtain in the open market countries tnan
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ANNEX II: THE REFORM OF THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY SYSTEM AH) THE TRANSFER OF REAL
RESOURCES TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES'

General ■ background

The post-Second World War international monetary arrangement embodied in the

Articles^of Agreement of the'International Monetary Fund - the Bretton Woods system -
worked-'tfai:rly satisfactorily until the 1960s when the system came under increasing '
and sustained strain,, which led to its final collapse'in August, 1971., The stress

undervwhich the system operated was rooted'in three' interrelated problems inherent '
in the Bretton Woods agreement. ; • :...... .

First, was the problem of adjustment. The core" of the system was the undertaking

by each IMF member to establish and maintain a- par value for its currency expressed'
in terms of goid or-the United States dollar. To maintain the par'value,T each IMF ~
member undertook to keep the rate for transactions in its 'exchange market.\jithin^'a""'''
margin-of 1 per cent around par, whilst the link wrth gold, was assured by;'tne bbli"^

tion assumed -by the US to convert, .foreign .official dollar ba'lances into'-gold on .': '

demand at the official price. The system aimed at exchange rate stability1"With
provision for par value changes to correct any fundamental disequilibrium in the

balance of payments. In practice, however, exchange rate-..chariges-£roved to be—--:—■-'■
politically difficult to effect. The US also felt it did not have the. freedom to

change its exchange rates against other currencies. The result was "that the' pa'r'~

value system became a rigid system and was thereby devoid of an'adequate adjustment'
mechanism for international payments. ' ' ■ ■ ' ' * "■

Second," was the problem of providing for'an, adequate level of growth of basic

international monetary reserves. In-the absence of adequate provisions Tor '

increases in international liquidity, countries found it convenient"to. add interest^-" "

earning dollar balances to. their monetary reserves instead of gold. This made

additions to international liquidity possible but dependent.on the.US'balance of

payments position. It, however, implied that the savings involved in the accumuia^-ri:l"
tion of reserves flowed to the US.'''Accretion to reserves through increases in

monetary gold stock was limited by IMF's Articles of Agreement under which members

could not'deal in gold except at par plus/miniis a" prescribed margiru The'first .
amendment to the Articles of Agreement in 1969 which permit ed' thecreatioh of "" . '* .

Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) aimed at bringing;^he "growth in'-international liquidity'
firmly under international control. No SDR allocations have, however, been made ':_"

since' the :end of the first basic period in 197.27 while the foreign exchange 'component1'
of reserves grex* unabatedly. ■ _ ■ ' - ' ->■■'"."

Third,5 was the ^problem of confidence which- concerned a speculative run, based'

on the expectation of devaluation, on a particular currency, but most importantly,' "'.
on a reserve currency. The 1971 dollar "crisis which culminated in the. break-down "'.' .

of the^Bretton V/oods arrangements hinged crucially on this* Persistently, large
balance of payments deficits from the mid-1960s coupled with a steattily dec'iinin'g

level of gold reserves in the.US created distrust in the yiabilijy of the Bretton

Woods exchange rate relations, ' This abruptly set in motion huge'outflows of "short-
term capital from: the US and forced it to decide in August 1971 to sever the ". ':" '
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link between gold and the dollar, followed^by its ending the conversion of dollars into

foreign currencies at the request of official holders" who had acquired those dollars

in current transactions. This meant a withdrawal by the US from all its convertibility

obligations and it changed radically the character of all officially held dollars.

The severance of the gold/dollar link was followed by the suspension of par value

obligations by most countries until the December 1971 .Smithsonian Agreement on , ..

exchange fates realignment was concluded* The 'Agreement which sought to restore some

semblance oi' order/into a confused international monetary systemj involved the

devaluation of the US dollar, the revaluation of several other currencies, as well as

the introduction of a system of central rates, a v/idening of the band from + 1 per.

cent to + 2-J- per cent, and a commitment to start prompt discussions on the reform of

the international monetary system. The Smithsonian accord was* however, short-lived,

partly because .it did not provide for binding obligations .to support the new central

rates, and partly because confidence had sunk so low that speculative flows kept .

erupting with-increasing.frequency and force. Thus, sterling was forced "to float in

June I.972 and a flurry' in the foreign exchange markets led to a second devaluation

of' the" 'dollar in February, 1973* 3y Inarch of that year, all major currencies includ

ing the dollar were floating either independently or in concert. . ■ ■

Resource Needs of Developing Countries

The financing of deficits looms large as a critical problem for.the developing

countries. Whereas in 1971j through 1974i: capital inflows in the form of loans,

grants, direct investment and short-term credits were enough to cover the current

account deficits and allow some accretions to official reserves, by 1975 a number of

problems had arisen. The first was the magnitude of debt incurred by developing

countries which had risen from $50,7 billion in 1967 to 8118.9 billion in 1973- ;

Also in 1967 only about &14«7 billion (29 per cent) was in short-term loans. This
has risen to &37»4 billion (31.5 per cent) in 1?73«. The .trend was continued.in
1974 and'1975 with the result that only about 28 per cent of the 1974 deficit was

financed by concessionary loans from bilateral and multilateral sources. The

developing countries had to resort to credits on commercial terms,,

The increase in the short and medium term borrowing which had occurred thus far

would lead to a sharp acceleration in the magnitude of their .debt, service^ payments -

within a short time. Thus, the over*-all debt service ratio of■developing countries

rose from under 4 per cent in the mid-1950s ;to 9 per cent in.1965, arid according to

UliCTAD, would reach 26 per cent in 1976 and 29 per cent in 1977- It-is apt to point

out that this represents an average "of widely differing ratios. In some developing

countries, the ratio was already over 30 per cent. The impact of this on the balance

of payments of developing countries cannot be over-emphasized. It leaves them wi"th

a reduced net transfer of, real resources* For instance, net transfers amounted"to

$6.8 billion (62.4 per cent) of the $10.9 .billion official development assistance

disbursed in 1967, but in 1973? they accounted for £12.7 billion .(53.6 per cent) of,,
the total disbursement of $23»7 billion*;'; . ,

Furthermore, the International Development-Strategy for. the. Second Development ...

Decade called for an annual average growth. -ratei of 6 per cent, in total GDP of develop

ing countries,, or 3^5 per cent in per' capita terms with the possibility of a higher
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rate of growth during the second half of the 1970s. These growth targets wore "based

on the assumption that the developed countries would provide at least-one per cent of

their-GDP in net financial transfers to developing countries and. that 0.7.per cent of

their GDP would be provided in the form of official development assistance (0Dfl.)i The

ODA■component has fallen far short of this expectation,' and if the original growth
targets^envisaged for the 1970s were to be achieved, the annual flow of resources to

the developing countries as a whole would have-to. increase substantially. The UNCTAD

ha3 estimated tliat over 1976-19&O the non-oil exporting developing countries .would
•"require a net annual flow of resources1 averaging.'$64.8 billion (at 1975 prices)

compared with'343 billion in 1975- The OECD assuming aji average rate of growth.of

;-5*4 percent (lower than the 6 per cent recommended for the^-Second-Development ■•
Decade), estimated the annual capital requirements of developing countries between
1976 and 1980 at $61.7 billion, :"""

These prospects, and the precarious position in which the.developing countries

now find themselves, underscore a number, of.weaknesses in the-international monetary
system.^ These weaknesses manifest"iri three distinct,, though.highly interdependent,
areas. First, is the failure of the IMF rto provide adequate .balance of. payments

financing. .Closely allied with this weakness is'the absence of-comprehensive ' ..-■-

policies' with regarci to* the debt problems of developing countries. Finally,, under

lying both these difficulties is the continued: poor.performance of the major .donor

-countries''in providing aid and the consequent failure of ODAvto. reach the levels.
required1 to support- the goals of the Second Development Decade. . : ... :

The: Role of the IMF ■ :""' ■ . , j

The IMF was established to promote international monetary co-operation; promote

exchange stability, orderly exchange arrangements among members and avoid competitive

exchange depreciation; provide members^with resources ;to tide them over temporary;

imbalances; and "facilitate the expansion arid balanced growth.-of...international trade,

and to-contribute; thereby to" the promotion and mainterance 'of ;higti- levels of , ■ ...,;

employment and real income and to the development, of the productive ^resources of..all

members as-primary objectives-of 'economic policy" (Article I-).,- To the . developing.. :
1 countries whose main pr^-occupation' is the problem of,-development finance^ -the DIF
.;• has, thus; far", -riol; had much to. offer in' this r,espept. . .^n attempt to- link SDR; ■ /. -,-

a allotiationjuritfr ^eve"xopmentr finance was' successfully ward^d off;by the develoj ^.eve"xopmentr finance was' successfully ward^d^ off;-by the .developed* -

:-.-:ooun-tiries in 19663.' :The task of ] the: BIFt tjaey'i argued, .was.; not the., transfer rof :real!-
* ■•■-resources for -development. 'Raitherj .it was ^to superviseMtthe ;int.ematiohal.inoh"etary..j"

system"andJgive io:mem'b'ers'Ifemp6rary assistance to deal with their balance of payments
problems. . ,, ... ---,

IMF-:facilities for balance'of payments .financing consist, in the.first .place;of:,
tranche drawings in the IMF. ' In.addition, there are three ..facilities .for.-specific-;.;
purposes - the facility for compensatory financing.of export fluctuations established

in 1963 (liberalized in 1975)? the buffer .stock financing facility.(established in
1969)i and the'extended facility (established in 1974)* .Also.as.supplements to-.Fund
resources are the oil facility (nov/ terminated), the Subsidy Account.and.the Trust
Fund .which are yef to prove'their worth. , However, the resources-that are .forthcoming

from these sources' are grossly insufficient to meet the balance of payments require

ments- of developing countries, which has been estimated to touch the #100 biliibn-
mark in 1-98O.1" " ' ' -■•.-■
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The Reform

of the Bretton Woods system brought into focus the need to reform
monetary system. As already noted,, the developed countries, agreed

.- +v, ■ +u- ■ . ;®form ■fche system. To them, the reform exercise should centre* amoiu
, other, .things, on the working of the adjustment process, and the role of gold and

?!fr!r^CUrrenCieS P thVnternational monetary system. From the standpoint of the
developing countries,- such a reformed system should be deliberately designed to
reflect in 4ts structure and1operations a fundamental bias favouring the economic,
growth of developing countries, i.e.,"it should be designed to spur the flow.of real
resources to;them.; It should be truly international in nature to allow these coun-

n^lf^f representation and more effective participation, in its decision-making
process. The system should be stable with built-in flexibility to be -able to adjust
to changing economio circumstances without 'breaking down. . "

The IMF took icegnizance of the, needs of the developing countries both in the
compositions the Committee that was to carry out the. reform exercise and a^so in

..that Committee's terms of reference. The Committee of 20 and the Interim Committee
.that succeeded it included nine members from the developing countries and eleven

f^A £6 ^ ?Qt Countries' eo that at least in theory the! developing countries
could be said to have a voice in the reform forum. Their effective participation,
however, depended partly on how much homework they were able to do but largely- on the
extent to which the developed countries were prepared to allow them effectively.in
the. reform exercise. The Committee of 20.in the resolution establishing it was
charged, among other-things, to give full attention to 'the prospective arranS^ents
among countries that involve international trade, the flow of capital investment '
©^development assistance, that could affect the attainment of the purposes o¥ the"

■ In its Outline of Reform published in 1974,"the Committee envisaged a reformed
system based on a more flexible par value system with provision for floating in
particular circumstances, the establishment .of a. Substitution Account 'through which
SDRs would be issued in exchange for reserve currencies, and a diminishing role .for
■reserve currencies. It envisaged the' replacement of gold by the SDR as the linch
pin, of the international monetary system and above, all,' i,t asked the Fund to implement_. ,:—.f -j"--." —**.«. —uwvc U-O.J., j.,u a.ott.«u. ,wie rvuiu to implement

l^wV^ Wr?- , T^ assistance and .SDR all0Cati6n, with a view to increasing the

However, the package of reform which was approved by the Board of Governors in
April, 1976 and which was embodied in the proposed second amendment - to the IMF's
Articles of Agreement will give Fund members'the righf to'apply the exchange rate
systenrof their choice and commit member countries to' co-operate.with the Fund and
with other member countries to promote1orderly exchange arrangements and a stable

lSlv "f^6 r*e!\" In fulfilraent of the latter Obligation, Fund members :
undertake "to promote stability by fostering orderly underlying economic, and financial
conditions and a monetary system that does"not tend to produce erratic disruptions"
andjo avoid the manipulation of exchange rates aimed at preventing effective balance
of payments, adjustments or to gain "unfair competitive advantage" over other Fund
members. In effect, floating rates are legalized. No definite return to fixed-par
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- ■■ ■ ■ ■ • ■ ■ -rj-. .■■■ : : .■;*■ ,.■ ■- . . . . . ■ ; - r .' . ■■■ ::

values is envisaged, although the possibility fop-.this^exists under prescribed -

circumstances*.-..For the indefinite-future9 .therefore, exchange, practices prevalent

since early 1973 are expected to continue.

Under the proposed amendment,,:the function, of gold as the unit of value of the

SDR and its role as a common denominator of the par values of currencies are eliminated.

The official price of gold is abolished and members:.are. free-to deal in gold in the

market and among themselves. OneUsi-jrth of the Fund's, gold, holdings would be sold and

the profit used for the benefit of-jfche developing countries" and another one-sixth -

restituted to members at a price of. SDR 35 an ounce on- the basis of; members-!:IMF .

quotas.. The fund is also free to dispose of its remaining gold .in various ways

including sales. The SDR becomes, the principal reserve asset of the-international. ..- .

monetary system. Its characteristics were improved and its use widened. ■ Provision ■'.

was also made for the possible establishment of a Council which would have advisory

as well as decision-making powers in the:supervision.and adaptation of the inter

national monetary system, including, the continuing operation of the adjustment process-

and developments in global liquidity. To come, into effect at the same time as. the

proposed second amendment, is the increase -in .IMF quotas from. SDR.29*2 billion to

SDR 39 billion with the share of oil exporting countries doubled.

Implications of the Reform

The implications of the proposed second amendment to the developing countries

are obvious. ' Threy obtained an increase in ;their voting power, an increase in the . .

resources of the Fund, and an immediate liberalization of the regular tranche

policies in anticipation of that increase, an easing of the rules concerning.the

granting of compensatory financing when countries dependent on a few staple commodi

ties experience a sudden fall in export earnings, and a Trust Fund granting loans "on _

concessional terms for the poorest among them.

However, a floating exchange, rate regime is inherently inflationary. It makes

for fluctuations in the value of reserves and makes the management of such reserves . .

more difficult, than under other stable exchange rates. The- determination of the

exchange rates' for the developing countries1 currencies also becomes a difficult task.

More importantly, in legalizing floating rates, sight is lost of the fact .that inter

national, trade and payments constitute the principal channels of economic intercourse,

among countries and the rules governing payments have a crucial bearing on trade

while barriers to .trade affect the .functioning of; the international monetary system.' '■

For a liberal and efficient world trade and monetary, system, therefore, .the. rules ' '

and arrangements'in the two spheres must be mutually compatible and supportive. .-•■
A major implication-of the amendment is that floating rates may-tend to diminish the

importance of tariff duties as a topi of commercial policy relative to non-tariff

measures, in particular, quantitative restrictions. Unless one makes the unrealistic-

assumption that tariff rates are flexible and.-'will change pari pasu with exchange

rates so as to keep the level of protection unchanged, then tariffs as a protective ■

device in1 developing.countries will lose some of: their value since ,the level of .

protection they will afford will be haphazard^;and constantly changing as the exchange

rate fluctuates. Tariffs may thus become a less reliable, device for protecting

domestic industries in situation of large exchange rate fluctuations, and non-tariff

measures may tend to become more attractive./ ■ .
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With respect to gold, although the metal's central role as the numeraire

of the system has been removed^ its future monetary role is very uncertain

and depends very much on the whims and caprices of the developed countries*

These countries have agreed within the Group of Ten" and outside the framework of the
IMP, not to peg gold price within two years. After two years any of "them could do
what it-likes unless a new agreement is worked out. The decision to abolish its
official price and to permit transactions at market related prices is likely to
result in an upward revaluation of gold holdings and perhaps, in the establishment of
a new official price de facto. Although some of the windfall profits from the
increase in the gold price are to be channelled to developing countries via the
Trust Fund, the over-all effect will nevertheless be to redistribute world reserves

XS ™°Ur °f developed countries. It also reduces the prospects for new allocations
of SDRs and as well the chances of bringing under effective IMP control the creation
of international liquidity. ■ " ■

Nothing is said under the proposed amendment about the establishment of a sub
stitution account- or facility under'which currencies could "be "exchanged for SDRs.
Such a provision Would have ensured asset settlement by reserve centres'by'requiring
them to redeem their currencies'from the account with SDRs to the extent that other
countries' holdings of their currencies increased. It will also have the effect of
increasing the role of the SDR and reducing that of currencies in countries' reserves.
This is not surprising since it will take away from the US the ability to finance-
deficits by the expansion of its liabilities rather than the loss of reserves.
Similarly,.the.idea- of a link between SDR and development finance was thrown to the
winds, and with it all the attractions inherent in the scheme. The developing
countries are thus left not substantially better"off than they were at the beginning
or the reform exercise. ■ ■:' ■ - '''■

Proposals .:

If the IMP is to function meaningfully as a forum for promoting international
monetary co-operation, it will have to -ensure that decisions on international monetary
issues affecting its entire membership are taken with the full and effective participa
tion of developing countries at all stages of discussion and negotiation. If the
experience of. the recent reform exercise is anything to go by, the B5P still remains .
essentially an instrument of the developed countries. Key decisions on exchange rate
arrangements and gold, for example, were agreed by the.developed countries outside
the framework of the IMF. The-provisions of the'proposed second amendment were,the
result of a Political deal between'the US on the one hand and European countries on
the other. Under the proposed.amendment,, decisions on sensitive issues including the
reintroouotion of par values require a-high majority of 85 per cent.of total votfng
strength, tmurgiving the US a vote over such decisions. To guard .against this in

fS\ * auth°r,lty f+Jhe E5F ^ international monetary negotiations and decisions
should be increased and that of caucuses/groups reduced.

SDR cr^+fT^T^ ^^JQ^ not relent in their demand for a link between
SDR creation and development finance. In the meantime, they should press for a re-
^1On °h *?! ?? ^location for a second, basic period/ Decisions on SDR

3+ take cognizance, not only of-global need for reserves but also of
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reserves acquire a larger proportion.of such allocations. No wonder some of- those
countries had objected 'to further.SDR.allocations because of what they described'as
an explosion in' international liquidity,.. , Instead, of- using BIF.-.quotas as the basis'1
for SDR distribution, other.criteria (for example, paucity, of reserves)- which could "'
produoe^substantially improved- results for the d_eveloping countries Should -be devised.
Alteration of the;distribution formula need. no,t. be-accompanied-by any change in the
voting system which regulates decisions as to size and activation of SDR allocations.

-After the IMF has^disposed.of a third of its ;goldholdings--;as: already'agreed-at
Kingston, none.of the remaining twc.thirds (about-100.million-ounces) should be '
restituted to members. Instead, they should be disppsed of-throu^ "salesvat market
prices with all the profits channelled to the developing countries via the *rust Fund.

■ There is need for the 'IMP'.,to make its_ policies>more- flexible bo as to provide -
adequate1 longer-term; assistance. fre_e; of; policy conditions-.to' deyeibping oountries'for
the specific" purpose/of compensating, them for shortfalls' in export earnings and
rising prices for essential imports resulting from the economic situation in the
developed countries. The compensatory financing facility should be liberalized further
so as to increase the amount that can be drawn from it and make the repayment schedule
more flexible. The amounts available on first credit tranche conditions should be
increased*

The developed countries should take concrete steps to enhance the access of
developing countries to their money and capital markets to increase the volume,
improve the conditions and secure the continuity of the resources available to the
developing countries. Such measures could includes

(a) Exemption of developing countries from various administrative measures
governing the issues, of foreign bonds In domestic cagital markets,

(b) A liberalization of statutory provisions limiting the extent to which
domestic financial institutions can acquire debt of developing countrios,

(c) Exemption of developing countries from general measures designed to control
capital flows from capital exporting countries, and

(d) Provision by governments, either individually or jointly for the guarantee
J^nu oMAtf-tions of developing countries. This could be supplemented by the

establishment by the guarantors of a contingency fund to enhance the attraction of
the guarantee to investors.

Official development assistance, measured net of amortization and interest
payments should be increased substantially to achieve the 0.7 per cent target as soon
as possible; and in any case, not later than I98O. The bulk of such assistance should
De in the form of untied grants and loans on IDA terms, and given increasingly in fora
of programme assistance. The flow of officialdevelopment assistance should be made
predictable, continuous and increasingly assured so as to facilitate the implementa
tion by developing countries of lon^-term programmes of economic and social develop-
"*• I ^?,1?tro(auction ty developed countries of a development tax, the proceeds of
wiuch would be used to aid developing countries can be a useful device in this
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direction. If, however, the developed countries are not prepared to tax themselves
for this purpose, others can help do the job for them. A 50 cents per .barrel develop
ment levy:.:by tiie :O2^ ^exporting countries: 6n oil exE»ort> ti developed countrieVcould
constitute^.isiz^bU.pooL of .funds .for^tlte use-'SF the developing countries. " V "
Royalties from; commercial activities oh ■international 'no-man'^'iand,: mid*Wthe-" '

Jffi^^^4^*°^*■**«»'oa» als°^e^onsidfer^-matiiaieral develop-.
^; increase their lending deVelbping countriet

possible^-their resource-fese shdulf be e^anded.'.' - '. To

^^ serious balance of nPayments difficulties,-debt relief
^^fttSial creditors in^the-form of ■ ^ivers^br postponement- of-

ITMttVW®^--^^^.should.be.reached to^cbniblidate ■oommercifl deks 'kSi "
to reschedule pajonents ovei'.-.along periodi'.; .'-.-' ■.-■*.:■ , ::i:T v'• •• ■ '■' u--

lies

T
^ countries,, as they should, by now have, realized,
^heir infective- sel^-relianceV To this,.endr they'

and fi^hoial^^o^eratidn'among themselves. ' •

'■.' :\

osrK

., r .■ •■*:■,■':'' -j

'. " t-
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ANNEX III: THE REFORM OF THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY SYSTEM AND THE TFANS^EF QV re/L
RESOURCES TO BENEFIT THE DEVELOPING COTJNTRIES TFANS.EF OF REAL

°f th^Eur°PGa"eco™^* during the" Second World War, and tho

=i

As an institution established under the Bretton Woods Ap
the

fd

4 - To assist in the establishment of a multilateral s
ystem of Dayr^nts in

temporarilv S^^*0 T^™ by "***** th<? Reneral «8ourcea of the Fund

: r-rss: s-^-iss j

=SSS
I* Causes of the reform of the international moneta
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1.1- The basis of the Bre'tton Woods system

The systen rorked out at Uretton Woods in 1944 is based on a number of principles

relating to the convertibility and liquidity of the system,, to the exchange rate system

and to the machinery for adjusting external imbalances.

Convertibility and liquidity

The Bretton Woods agreement contained a commitment by the member countries to

maintain a fixed exchange rate for their currencies in terms of r,el<*. That uould make

it possible.rapidly to eliminate restrictions and discriminatory practices in current

payments and .transfers of capital. This cold convertibility implied the obligation to'

convert into gold any currency of a member country held by another, at the request of

the latter. The liquirlitv of the system was to be ensured through the use of eold and

currencies convertible into gold. In actual fact, only the American dollar was

convertible, at the rate .of $35 per ounce of fine «old. As a result, the. American

currency was the central currency in the system. The system vas thus a system of

parities and. gold convertibility. r«>ld in this system playing the role of unitof

account and reserve instrument. ' ■

Exchange rate system and adjustment machinery

The exchange rate system established at Bretton Woods was characterized by fixed

and stable exchange rates. Rates were fixed in that only narrow margins of fluctua

tion of. 1 per cent were permitted in relation to the parities: the requirement of

stability meant that.no changes in rates vere permitted unless caused by fundamental .

imbalance. In that way it was hoped to avoid.the practice of competitive'devaluations

so widely used during the years before the Second World War. In the* case of n

temporary external imbalance leading to variations in official currencvassets, the

Fund was to allocate.resources to permit the financing of the deficit through the

appropriate credit mechanism. Temporary imbalances could thus only he corrected

independently of any policy implying a modification of exchange rates. This last

adjustment procedure could be used only in agreement with the Fund, ond only in order

to deal with the fundamental disequilibrium affectine the underlying balance.

1.2 The operation of the international monetary system

The development of the international monetary system was i?=»rke^ by a shortage

of international liquidity (1944-1956), the American balance-of-payir.ents deficit (1952),

the artificial dollar rate.(1968)s the creation of the SDR (1969), the abandonment of

dollar convertibility, the floating rate system (1971) and, lastly, the extension of

margins.

Shortage of international liquidity (1944-1956)

The reconstruction of Europe had produced a substantial deficit on the part of

the European countries vis-a-vis the United States." Since it lacked resources in the

form of dollars, the Fund was prevented from granting short-term credits in the form

of assistance for the European balance of payments. It was possible to supply such

resources-only through the American programme of 1?4S known as the Marshall Plan. .

This programme made it possible to liberalize trade and payments anone'the European

countries and, from 1958, to return their currencies to indirect convertibility.
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American balance-of-payroents deficit

Signs of external Imbalance "appeared in the United States in 1952. The deficit
took on worrylr.? proportions six years later, causing considerable losses of gold and
the formation of■ dollar- balances. With the. ourpose of discoursing foreign holders

of dollar assets from converting then into pold, the Federal Reserve i&nk'had deposited
Treasury bonds with the Bank for International Settlements and the principal Western
central banks, while also concluding. "s"ap" agreements with those institutions. This
attempt to consolidate debts shows that the United States would have experienced

difficulty in guaranteeing the P,old convertibility of enormous debts on the American
bankinp, system held' abroad. ■ " : ■

Divergence of the official'and free gold markets

The,persistent weakness of the dollar had- caused-such vressure'oh the free market
price of rpld-. that-the United States was obliged in "arch 1968 to conclude with" its

partners an Agreement legitimizing, the divergence between the official and free gold •

markets. Since the official price of nold had been maintained at $35 per'ounce of fine
gold, the dollar parity in terms of polH became in effect an artificial rate. In its

overvalued-.condition, the dollar could no lonner ensure-the liquidity-of the system
without.an expansion in the American halance-of-paymehts1 deficit, or a devaluation,
which would have had the effect of enabling the dollar to play such a role in the context
of an external United States balance.

Creation of the Special Drawing Rights, a new form of international liquidity

At-,the .end.-of 1963, it was clear that the liquidity of the 'system could continue"'

to.be guaranteed-only if the United States- external deficit persisted. However, 'this !
deficit had produced sharp criticism even on the part of the faithful partners of the
United States.

In order to ensure the liquidity of the system independently of the state of the American

balance of'payments and the production of frold, a new form of liouidity, Soecial Drawing
Rights, were -created. : ■ ■••.-.. ■ • .

Abandonment-of dollar convertibility arid the floating rate system - ' " :■■■■■■■■■■

The restricted credit policy practised by the Federal Reserve-Bank during "the":' :!
years 1S69-19/0 had" led to a rise in bank Interest rates. rol'lowinp the moderation' '

of this policy at the end of 1970, the fall in rates led to a return flow to Europe' "
of considerable amounts of floating.capital which'had been attracted to'the* United :"

States during the period of high -interest rates. In 1971, the fii«htfrom the dollar ■

intensified with the'.srowth in the United States external deficit. ' The German markY

which was-regarded .'as substantially undervalued compared with the" dollar, was the''
object of. strong; speculation, to such a point that" the Bundesbank was obliged in May ■':

1971 to introduce a floating exchange "rate in order to preserve its freedom''of action
in the fight against inflation. The Bundesbank was followed in this action by the

main Western central banks after the United States had suspended the convertibility
of the dollar in August 1971. . '■ ■ .
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The extension of margins, decided upon in December 1971

Since floating rates constituted a distortion of the rule of fixed and stable

exchange rates, the West sought to return to monetary order by ncans of a general

realignment of parities and.the extension of margins of fluctuation fron 1 to 2.5.per

cent for the. dollar, the reference currency.

.1.3 Conclusions.concerning the operation of the system

In conclusion, it may be stated without fear of contradiction that: the Bretton.

Moods monetary system not only operated badly but also underwent orofound changes

under the pressure of events, to such a point that the basic nrincinles of the system

were abandoned in favour of anarchy. The convertibility of the basic currency of the

system was abandoned, *nd thereby too its contested role as a reserve currency. The

liquidity of the system is guaranteed by the F??. in addition to sold and the dollar,

whose importance, is .to be progressively reduced. Fixed an*?, stable exchange rates have

yielded to floating rates, which wem supposed in theory to ensure automatic adjustment

for external imbalances.
j

For the developing countries, the Urctton TToods system did not prove an effective

mechanism to reabsorb their chronic external Imbalance., and, above all, was unable to

.achieve .the transfer of resources for development. ....

II. The process of the reform

The system as designed at Bretton Woods proved ill-suited to international economic

developments. The changes to which it was subject through the pressure of events

transformed it to such an extent that it became irrelevant. The international community

finally, after much equivocation, opted for a reform of the system.

II.1 The bodies set up to plan the reform

The real work :fo.r the reform occurred after the American .decision suspending. .,

dollar convertibility into gold and the resolution of the Board of Governors instruct- .

ing the Executive Directors of the Fund to undertake a comprehensive study of the

problems and the possible solutions. Throughout the year 1972, the work.dealt with .'.

identifying the problems and "defininir a decision-making structure. These efforts were

set out, in the, report of._ the Executive Directors of the Fund entitled; "eform of the

International Monetary System. This report sets out in detail the problems to be

solved and the objectives of any new international monetary system, objectives which

take into account the interests of the countries .involved, including- the developing

countries. The ?.oard> of Covernors established in 1972 the "Committee of the Board of

Governors on Reform of the International Monetary System .and Related Isauns, or

Committee of Twenty. This Committee .was to continue the reform efforts- and submit a ■ .

proposed reform by the end of. 197A at the latest. The Committee, of Twenty set up the

group of Deputies, which was entrusted with studying the technical aspects of the

problems.

The initial obiectives, involving the introduction of a comprehensive reform of

the international monetary system within two years., had to be modified as a result of

two important phenomena: the devaluation of tho dollar on 12 February 1973, and the

300-per-cent rise in the price of oil. Speculation on the exchange markets at the

beginning of 1973, distracted the attention of the currency authorities from the technical
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problems of the reform in the Ion. term, and towards urgent short-term solutions -
designed to caIn dorm the exchange markets.- It was in this context that the Committee
of Twenty invited f.ie deputies to consider "staMe hut aHiustable11 parities as an ■
element, in.the planned new system. Meanwhile,- .tha rise-In, the. price of oil so upset
the prospects for international payments that, at its P.ome meetin- on 21 January 1974
the Committee of Twenty opted for a radual reform process. The nrocess vas to
distinguish arranr.em.ents which could he introduced immediately from lonr.-term arrange
ments. This revision of r.he reform time-table can be seen in the project Issued "'
by the uonniittoe of Twenty in Nashinpton in January 1974. Since this .report marked
the expiry :of the mandate of the Conmittee of Twenty, an Interim Connittee was set -up
with the task of deciding upon measures of immediate application and analysis lone-
term solutipns. Together with the Interim-Committee, the Development Coirr.ittee'was <
set up to analyse the specific problem of the transfer of resources. ■ •■ . ■

IX*2 *faln aspects of the reform of the international monetary system

The analyses carried out by the bodies set up to plan the 'reform covered the
following points: . .. ,

- Exchange rate machinery^

- Convertibility; ■'' ' ■

- Adjustment of external imbalances; ... .... [

■'_- Hole of reserve currencies, Rold and Special Drawing sights in the liquidity
of:the system; ■ : ■ ' ■
r\ - - - - . ■ -

. . . - Transfer of resources for. development. ... ., .. .- . '.

Exchange rate machinery , . , '.'.'.' '

The principle advocated by the report of the Committee of Twenty is based on
stable but adjustable parities. Exchange rate stability is ensured by fixing.margins
of fluctuation," and the possibility bf'a"d.justin.P these rates is granted to any country
facing an external surplus or deficit, however, the rates can be chanrred only with
the agreement of Fund.

In special circumstances, and in agreement with the Fund9 countries-are authorized
to resort to floating rates. It will- be noted that -the system proposed hv the

Committee of Twenty takes into account developments since the ahandoa-nent-of dollar
convertibility into sold. Since this abandonment.had led to!floating rates,"despite
the extension of the margins shortly afterwards.--The Committee of Twenty- when staking
this proposal, considered that exchange rate stability should derive from over-all
economic stability, and it is indeed alons those lines that the. Interin Co^ittee will
decide at^the.Kingston meeting.

Convertibility

The tfold convertibility of the Hretton ^Oods system proved unsuited both to the
adjustment process and to the liquidity,of the system.. In, order to ensure that the
United States.is also involved in the coranitment,to adjustment'in the event o* an
external imbalance (especially a deficit), the pew system is to establish,machinery
governing the adjustment of surpluses and deficits in the reserve centres, including.
the United States, through the transfer of reserve assets or the..-ranting of credits.
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In such a system, the United States would accumulate reserve assets in the event of a

surplus, unless it Vas allocated to the repayment of dollar balances or loans, and its
reserves would fall in''the case of a deficit. The even-handed commitments thus
established should ensure regular and stable expansion of the over-all liquidity of the

system. ■ " :

Adjustment of external imbalances

Under the Bretton Woods system, adjustments in external imbalances were to be

effected in the context; of stable exchange rates. This amounts to savins that it was'

necessary to implement policies which excluded changes in parities. 0n1.v a dis

equilibrium affecting, the. underlying balance could justify an exchange rate ntodification,

subject to the agreement of the International "o'netary Fund. -Adjustments carried out

in this context proved to be belated in many cases, since the deficit countries were

unwilling to devalue, even,, in .the event of a. fundamental disequilibrium, while the

surplus countries had no reason to adjust their balances, /for/ fear of losing the.

initiative in the fight against the inflation. Furthermore, the adjustment was not .

symmetrical, as the reserve currency countries were not affected by it^ their deficits

could be financed through issues of their currencies.

The report of the Committee of Twenty advocates machinery to assure timely and

effective balance-of-payments adjustment by both surplus and deficit countries, in

the context of an improved procedure for international consultations. ?or that

purpose, countries will have to take-nrompt and adequate adjustment action, in order to

avoid protracted payments imbalances: they will have to keep their official reserves

within*limits agreed in the pund according to a system of reserve indicators. These
may be either linked to the level of reserves (stock indicator) or to changes in reserves

(flow indicator). The adjustment measures to be taken in the evont of a deficit or a

surplus can in no way adversely affect the growth in the flows of real resources towards

the developing countries.

Liquidity of the 'system'and role 'of the reserve currencies, gold and the Special

Drawing P.iphts ■ ■ .

Under the old system, ?,old was with the Hollar the focus of the system. A

number of currencies which were convertible into dollars, and thus into gold, also

played to a certain extent the role of an international reserve. This machinery

involved enormous drawbacks, which we have just'analysed in the case of adjustment.

It was in order to remove these drawbacks that'the Committee of Twenty advocated a

system in which the SDR would play the role of a" pre-eminent international reserve,

at the expense of gold and the reserve currencies. The role played by those currencies

was to diminish progressively with the; adoption of a system of settlement in assets,

while any increase in over-all reserves should take the■■fora of SDKs. The substitution

of SDRs for the reserve currency assets necessitates the opening of i "substitution
account" in r*F, which would permit the progressive replacement of reserve assets by SDHs

Transfer of resources

Since the financial requirements of the developing countries are far from being

net, the Committee wondered whether it was not possible to increase the total volume

of resources supplied through the international monetary system machinery. As the

result, the problem arose of a link to be established between the creation of liquidity

and development financing. This problem>ave rise to sharp controversy between the
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advocates and opponents of the "link". For the developing countries, the amount of
liquidity to be created should to hand in hand vrLth the future development: of trade,

but should also depend on their specific development financing requirements. The
developed countries pointed out the risks of inflation which would be caused by a
transfer of resources by monetary means. This controversy is reflected in the rather
vague conclusions of the Committee of Twenty. The report of the Committee established

no link between the creation of liquidity and development requirements, but between
such requirements and the allocation, of SDwa.

II. 3 The concrete measures decided upon within the framr.worV. of tho reform of

the international monetary svstera

At the Kingston meeting on 7 and 8 January 1976, the Interim Committee agreed to

propose for approval by the Board of Governors changes relating to certain..mechanisms

in the International monetary system. Althousb they require a revision in tho. Articles

of Agreement of the International Monetary rund in order to be nut into effect, these

changes in no way imply an abandonment of the fundamental obiectives of the *retton
Woods system. The concrete measures decide! upon by the ^oard of Governors relate to

the exchange mechanism, the role of qold and the SDR and the expansion of the facilities
granted by the Fund.

Changes relating to the exchange rate system

In pursuance of the proposals made by the Interim Committee, which "endorsed the
recommendations of the Committee of Twenty, the Hoard of Governors .decided, to modify
article IV of the Articles of Agreement, dealing; with tbs exchange system... The new
article IV*is no longer designed to flx'janfl control exchange rates, but lays greater ..
stress oh the achievement of basic economic stability, an essential prior condition
for exchange rate stability. It is in that context that each country is granted
latitude freely to adopt any specific exchange mechanism which is considered to be
compatible with national interests and the nromotion of international .trade, nevertheless,
this freedom does not permit the manipulation of exchange ratas with the aim of prevent
ing effective balance-of-payments adjustment or training unfair competitive advantages
over other members. The new arrangements'provide for the establishment of a system based
on stable but adjustable parities as soon as the economic situation permits, and these

decisions must receive at least 85 per cent of the total, votes allocated..

Diminution in the role of

In the old system, gold played a very important role, and the changes decided

upon by the Board of Governors arc designed progressively to reduce the monetary role
of gold.

These chanr.es relate to:

- elimination of the role of gold as common denominator of a system of parities and
unit of value of the SDR;

- abolition of the official price of

- abrogation of obligatory payments in p.old by members to the Fund and inversely;

- and the sale by the Fund of the 50 million ounces of
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In the new system, there are no declared parities, unless the situation permits
the introduction.of stable but adjustable parities. In that case, the oarities will
be expressed in Sms, or in another coTmnon denominator selected by'the ^und, other
than gold or any ot^er current reserve instrument. Similarly; the value of the SOF.
will no longer be defined in terms of

In order to support the efforts of the International Monetary Fund, the ^ro

of Ten, the principal holder of gold, has undertaken to respect the absence of a
fixed official price for gold and to cease increasing its stock cf ?.old.

The sale of the 50 million ounces of cold by the Fund trill- he effected on the
following terms:

- 25 million ounces transferred at the current official nrice to all the
members of the Fund who were members on 31 August 1975, in proportion to
their quotas on that date;

- 25 million ounces sold at the market price, the profit realized to be

distributed to the developing countries which were members oh" the above-
mentioned date.

Other amendments

Revision of quotas

The unrevised Articles of Agreement laid down that "The "und shall at intervals

of not more than five years conduct a general review,.and if it deems it appropriate
propose.an adjustment, of the quotas of the members". In it3 meeting from 15 to 16 :
January 1975 in Washington, the Interim Committee had agreed that the quotas should
be increased by. 32.5 per cent, from SDR 29.2 billion to SDR 39 billion.

Establishment of the Trust Fund

The Trust Fund, whose establishment was announced in the Kingston communique,

will receive its principal resources from the profits realized on the sale of the
25 million ounces of gold .et the market price. This fund may also receive voluntary

contributions from countries. The resources of the trust fund will be use'd to finance

the external deficits cf ths poorest countries on concessional terms. ' J ■'

45-per-cent increase in possibilities for access to normal credits

This increase is temporary, pending the effective increases in quotas. Access
to the normal credit mechanisms is thus increased by 45 per cent.

Liberalization of the compensatory financing machinery

In order to facilitate access to the compensatory financing machinery for mumber

countries with balance~of-payments difficulties caused by a temporary shortfall in.

exports, the Fund was obliged to revise its policy on the sublet. Under the liberaliza

tion the Fund may authorize a drawing of up to 75 per cent from, the quota of one member,

instead.of 50.. percent as previously. Nevertheless, the total drawings of one country

must not increase by a net sum of more than 50 per cent of its quota during a 12-month
period. ;
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III. Considerations on the reform of the international monetary system " . -

, ,As a conclusion to, the analysis of the reform of .the international ...monetary

system, if must,be -recognized, .that, ,within. the framework of^the,gradual.process-of. '•

the reform sdqpted by the ^Committee of Twenty at its P-ome neeting,--:the changes ;made ■'

represent an. appreciable, effort £p, adapt.the international-monetary system'to'modern.-

economic developments... However,.,since they constitute immediate solutions-to' current

problems, these changes in fact appear as palliatives. The basic problems remain,

and call for .in analysis and appropriate decisions. Particularly important is tha

problem of a settlement of the deficits of the reserve centres in reserve assets, the
problem of the "substitution account" and the problem of the link between the creation

of liquidity and development requirements.

As for the developing countries■, the reform as conducted to date is of interest

only to the extent that it constitutes an irreversible process, since the problems

often raised by these countries v/ill until then remain unsolved. The problems are

those of the link and of a system of stable but adjustable parities.

III.l Unsolved problems

Adjustment of imbalances

As said above„ the reserve centres in the old system have the option of financing

their deficits by issuing their own currencies, this is the case for the United

States, whose dollar plays the role of a reserve instrument. Under the recommenda

tions of the Committee of Twenty, the new system should introduce the settlement of

external Imbalances in reserve assets. This proposal involves abolishing the role of

the dollar as a reserve currency and the absorption of the enormous dollar balances

circulating throughout the world, "'or that purpose it will be necessary either to draft

a reabsorption plan, or to undertake their consolidation. The achievement of such an

objective would lead to the elimination of the predominant role of the dollar and, thus,

of the American economy in the world economy.

Substitution account

This account is designed to enable the reserve centres to replace the reserve

currencies by the SJV. in the international monetary systems.

The establishment of this account would ipso facto lead to a process of the replace

ment of the reserve currencies, the dollar in particular,, by Special Drawing Rights.

It would also mark the determination of the currency authorities progressively to

eliminate the role of the dollar as a reserve currency in favour of the SDR.

Creation of international liquidity and development requirements

There is no need to insist on the fact that the so-called "link" problem is in

the view of many developing countries the very nub of the reform of the system.

Without wishing to return to the controversy mentioned above between the advocates

and opponents of the "link", we may nevertheless note that this problem has remained

unsolved in its essence and that the palliatives constructed to maintain a certain

flow of transfers of resources do not constitute a solution.
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III.2 The reform; and the developing countries .

As has been said, the reform is of interest to the developing countries only to

the extent that it constitutes an exercise which is progressive and above all

irreversible. If those countries appreciate the changes which have been made; they

nevertheless regret that problems vital to their economies have been shelved, such as

the problem of the link and that of the system of stable but adjustable rates.'
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LISTE DES PARTICIPANTS^/ LIST OP.PARTICIPANTS

A. Banque des Etats de 1 !Afrique Centrale (BCEAC)

K. Frangois Pehoua

Directeur National en RCA

B. Banque Centrale des Etats de l'Afrigue de 1'Quest (BCEAO) .. r

JJ. Michel Klousseh

Adjoint au Directeur des Etudes

M. Daniel Duncan ■ ~ -

Chef de Service • ■ . \

C. Banque de la Republique du Burundi

M. Gaspard Sahabo ;:..\f."..;i:.:...-.'._,.-•..

D. Central Bank of Egypt ._. ,.. - . ,■-."' ■*' "".." "'■■•

Mr. Rifaat Mahdi El Pakharani

Chef de Service a la Direction ge"nerale des etudes economi'ques.„.,.,.■;....:;;..;

E* National Bank of Ethiopia

Ato Tekle—Berhan Gebremichael

P. Central Bank of the Gambia . . - -. :r

Mr. Alek Roserital'"" ""'*■" :" ' ' "" .'''.?'*."'.■]. ' ,*'"'""**
Economiste en Chef x" ■

G. Bank of Ghana * - :■-■':.?.&■ ?-> ■■ ■ ■■ ,

Mr. Amoako Atta ■ - ■

Mr, Apenteng ....-.: .••.>..

H. Central Bank of Kenya ...

Mr, Karani

I. Banque Centrale de la Republique malgache

Mile Louisette Rahajarivony ■ *

Chef de Service T ■■">-',

Direction du Credit . ■ - ■;- .. .". . . . ■. ;

M. Gilbert Rajafindrakcto

Chef de Service * ." .'. ' '

Direction des etudes * ! '")"

J. Banque Centrale du Mali

II. Ousmane Soumare ^. ■-, .

K. Zoumana Maica < .. . . ■
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K. Banque du Maroc

M. Ouenniche Abdelmaley

Directeur adjoint au Departement stranger

L. Central Bank of Nigeria ' *"' ' "

Mr. B.I. Semowo

Hr. M.S. Udom .

Mr. S.I. Adetunji ... ■..,.,

Mr. J.A. Akinlade - ■ - ~ ■

Dr. E.A. Ayayi - '

M. Bank of Sierra Leone

Mr. P. Jones ACgill

Mr. Koker ....

N. Bank of Tanzania

Mr, D.J.K. Kamori

Economiste au Departement des re»he»ehes et st&tistiques

0. Banque du Zaire ■. ■ ■.. ■ .. ■ :

Citoyens : ■ : • : ■

Mawakani Samba . ...

Directeur du B^partement des etudes

Buhendwa bwa Mushaba .... ... . .-.,•:

Sous«Directeur du Departement du •ontrftle des statistiques

et des paiements exterieurs

Selemani Mwana Yile

Responsable adjoint du Departement des etudes

H.ambulu Fakudia N'Siala

Chef de Service au Departement des e*tudes

Kabombo v?a Nzaji

Chef de Service au Departement de la re"glementation du-ohange

Mafumba ITadwaba

Fonctionnaire .. ... .. . ..

Walcunga
Ponctionnaire

Citoyenne Kabamba wa Bashiya

Ponctionnaire

Luono Kimbanga

Fonctionnaire

Nkumu Lobaka

Fonctionnaire

Badibanga Kapunil>a,

Fonctionnaire
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Banque du Zagre (suite / cont'd)

Mupoyi Lungonzo

Ponctionnaire

Masseke Mambe Ngala

Fonctionn&ire

P. Bank of Zambia

Mr. J.c. Muchinga

Directeur adjoint dee recherches

Mr. M. Mwila

Economiste au Departement des recherches

Q. FMI / IMP

Represente par Monsieur Andrew Crockett

Directeur adjoint du Departement des recherches

R. CEA / ECA

M. S.J, Bauna

Division des questions conrmerciales et financieres internationales


